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Today’s typical organization has a network architecture with a variety of local- 

area networks (LANs) and wide-area networks (WANs), supported by switches, 

hubs, and routers. To manage these networks a rich set of automated network 

management tools and applications are needed. In response to this need, the 

Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) and Remote Network Monitoring 

(RMON) was developed to provide a tool for network management and 
monitoring.

This thesis describes the main network management and monitoring specifications 
and the development of the network monitoring process at L M Ericsson, Finland. 

The development work describes the network process principles, an overview of 

our network and the main improvements during the development work. The main 

improvements include faster reaction to unexpected situations, performance 
optimization and capacity planning of the network.

The main tools to monitor and manage our network are HP Openview, 3Com 

Transcend Manager, CiscoWorks, and Ecoscope. This implementation gives us a 
good starting point to develop our network monitoring process further on in the 
future.
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Nykyään tyypillisen organisaation verkkoarkkitehtuuri koostuu lähiverkoista 

(LAN) ja laajaverkoista (WAN) ja näitä tukevista komponenteista, kuten 

kytkimet, keskittimet ja reitittimet. Tällaisten verkkojen hallintaan tarvitaan koko 

joukko automatisoituja verkonhallintatyökaluja ja -sovelluksia. Tähän verkon 
hallinnan ja valvonnan työkalujen tarpeeseen on kehitetty Simple Network 

Management Protocol (SNMP) ja Remote Network Monitoring (RMON) 
spesifikaatiot.

Tämä työ kuvaa tärkeimmät verkonhallinta ja -valvontamäärittelyt sekä 

verkonvalvontaprosessin kehittämisen L M Ericssonilla Suomessa. Kehitystyö 

kuvaa verkon prosessien periaatteet, yleiskuvan verkostamme sekä selvimmät 

parannukset suoritetun kehitystyön aikana. Nämä parannukset ovat nopeus 

reagoida ja ratkaista odottamattomia tilanteita, suorituskyvyn optimointi ja verkon 
kapasiteetin suunnittelu.

Tärkeimmät työkalut verkkomme hallintaan ja valvontaan ovat HP Openview, 

3Com Transcend Manager, CiscoWorks ja Ecoscope. Tämä toteutus antaa meille 

hyvän lähtökohdan kehittää verkonvalvontaprosessiamme lisää ja yhä paremmin 
tulevaisuudessa.
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Overview

1. Overview

Networks and distributed processing systems are of growing importance and, indeed, 

have become critical in the business world. Within a given organization, the trend is 

toward larger, more complex networks supporting more applications and more users. A 

large network cannot be put together and managed by human effort alone. The 
complexity of such a system dictates the use of automated network management and 

monitoring tools. The urgency of the need for such tools - and difficulty in supplying 
them - is increased if the network includes equipment from multiple vendors /17/.

As networked installations become larger, more complex, and more heterogeneous, the 

cost of network management rises. To control costs, we need standardized tools that can 

be used across a broad spectrum of product types, including end systems, bridges, 

switches, routers, and telecommunications equipment, and that can be used in a multi

vendor environment. In response to this need, the Simple Network Management 

Protocol (SNMP) was developed to provide a tool for multivendor, interoperable 

network management and monitoring. In 1991 a supplement to SNMP, known as 

Remote Network Monitoring (RMON) was issued. In 1993 an upgrade to SNMP, 

known as SNMP version 2 (SNMPv2) was proposed: a revision of SNMPv2 was issued 

in 1996. Also in 1996, RMON was extended with an addition known as RMON2.

Nowadays Ericsson is a global company present in more than 100 countries with over 

85 000 employees. It is recognized for its advanced products and systems for wired and 

mobile telecommunications in private and public networks. Ericsson’s major operations 

are organized into radio and public telecommunications, business networks, 

components, and microwave systems. The product portfolio covers all types of 

telecommunications equipment, such as mobile telephones, digital exchange systems for 

mobile and wired networks (AXE) and a family of communications systems for 

business networks (Consono). As a matter a fact, the range of products is broader than 
that offered by any other supplier. The Finnish subsidiary Oy L M Ericsson Ab 

(mentioned later also as LMF) markets, develops, installs, and maintains systems and 

products for wired and mobile telecommunication networks, and business needs. In 

Finland we now have over 1000 employees and the business is growing all the time.
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LMF is one of the companies of the Ericsson Group, specializing in R&D functions. 

The R&D unit of LMF is one of the most important research centers of Ericsson. The 

Ericsson Group companies have full responsibility for all aspects of their IT function. 

They also carry the cost for these activities. The IT department is both a service and a 
professional organization. Its mission is to secure continuous application and network 

support of the IT function to all employees of LMF. Thereby, the IT department is an 

essential part of the LMF structure. So the IT organization is a service provider and its 
customers are all other employees of LMF.

Our network is also growing larger, more complex, and more heterogeneous every day. 

Network management and monitoring tools are needed to control the cost of network 

management and particurlarly LAN and WAN themselves. The development of a 

network monitoring process has started in order to satisfy our customers’ needs and 

improve the performance of our network. Network management, monitoring, and 

analyzing tools like HP Openview, 3Com Transcend Manager, CiscoWorks, and 

EcoSCOPE and efficiency use of these tools gives us the answers to control and monitor 
our network the way we want to do it.

The next two chapters provide an overview of network management and monitoring in 

general. Chapters 5 to 8 consist of theoretical descriptions of basic network 
management and monitoring standards (SNMPvl, SNMPv2, RMON1, and RMON2). 

Chapter 9 includes a process views of different network monitoring processes in L M 

Ericsson. Chapter 10 consists of a large and detailed description of the development 
work of a network monitoring process.
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2. OSI Management

The purpose of this chapter is to explain the network management requirements and 
then to look at OSI management functional areas.

2.1 Network Management Requirements

Network management is a complex area, so it is best to begin with a definition of the 

users’ requirements. One way to do this is to consider the features that are the most 

important to the user. It is obvious that user-friendliness, security features and ability to 

monitor network availability have the most critical importance to users. On the other 
hand investments in the network management usually lead to the following users’ 
requirements.

> Controlling corporate strategic assets: Without effective control, networks and 

distributed computing resources do not provide the payback that corporate 
management requires.

> Controlling complexity: The continued growth in the number of network 

components, end users, interfaces, protocols and vendors may cause loss of control 

over what is connected to the network and how network resources are used.

> Improving service: End users expect the same or improved service when the 

information and computing resources of the organization grow and are distributed.

> Balancing various needs: The network manager must share and control resources to 

balance various needs caused by a variety of end users with various applications at 
the given levels of support.

> Reducing downtime: Organization’s minimum availability requirements of the 

network resources approach 100 percent. A proper redundant design and high 
availability play an important role in network management.

> Controlling costs: Resource utilization must be monitored to enable essential end- 
user needs to be satisfied with reasonable cost.

Although qualitative statements are useful, a functional breakdown of requirements is 

needed to structure the overall design process. Functional areas are defined by the 

International Organization for Standardization (ISO). Although this functional
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classification was developed for the OSI environment, it has gained broad acceptance 

by vendors of both standardized and proprietary network management systems /17/.

OSI management functional areas are:

> Fault management

> Accounting management

> Configuration and name management

> Performance management

> Security management

2.2 OSI Management Framework

The first standard that describes OSI management is the OSI Reference Model. Around 

1980, a special Working Group (ISO/TC 97/SC 21/WG 4) was formed within ISO to 

further develop OSI management. The first outcome of this Working Group was the 

OSI Management Framework (1989). OSI Management Framework describes the 
problem areas for which OSI management was developed. These areas are so-called 
functional areas of OSI management.

2.2.1 Fault Management

The network manager must take care that complex network and each essential 

component individually are in proper working order. Possible causes for abnormal 

operations are for example: design and implementation errors, overload errors, external 

disturbances and lifetime expiration. When fault occurs, it is important, as rapidly as 
possible, to

> Determine exactly where the fault is.

> Isolate the rest of the network from the failure

> Reconfigure or modify the network in such a way as to minimize the impact of 
operation without the failed component

> Repair or replace the failed component to restore the network to its initial state.

Petri Talala 4
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Fault management includes functions to maintain and examine error logs, accept error 
notifications, trace and identify faults, carry out diagnostic tests and correct faults.

End users expect fast and reliable problem solving. When abnormal functions occur, the 
end user generally expects to receive immediate notification and to have the problem 

corrected right away. This requires rapid and reliable fault detection and diagnostic 

management functions. The duration and impact of faults can be minimized by the use 

of redundant components and alternate communications routes. Users expect to be kept 

informed of the network status, including both scheduled and unscheduled disruptive 

maintenance. Problem tracking and control is very important. When a fault has been 

corrected, and the system has been restored to its full operational state, the network 

manager has to be sure that the problem is truly resolved and that no new problems are 

introduced. Fault management should have a minimal effect on network performance 
/17/.

2.2.2 A ccounting Management

The network manager needs to be able to track the use of network resources, because

> An end user or a group of end users may be abusing its access privileges and 
burdening the network at the expense of other end users.

> End users might make inefficient use of the network, and the network manager can 
assist in changing procedures to improve performance.

> The network manager is in a better position to plan for network growth if end-user 
activity is known in sufficient details.

The network manager needs to be able to specify accounting information to be recorded, 

the desired interval between sending the recorded information to higher-level 
management nodes, and the algorithm to be used in calculating the charging /17/.

2.2.3 Configuration and Name Management

Data communication networks are composed of individual components and logical 

subsystems that can be configured to perform many different applications. The same
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device can be configured to act either as a router or as an end-system node, or both. 

Configuration of a device may include also a set of attributes and values for that device. 

Configuration management consist of initializing of a network and maintaining, adding 
and updating the status of components themselves during network operation.

Startup and shutdown operations on a network are the specific responsibilities of 

configuration management. The reconfiguration of a network is often desired in 

response to performance evaluation or in support of network upgrade, fault recovery, or 

security checks. The network manager usually wants only authorized end users to 

manage and control network operations, for example, software distribution and 
updating.

2.2.4 Performance Management

Performance management of a network comprises two functional areas: monitoring and 
controlling. Monitoring is the function that tracks activities on the network. The 

controlling function enables performance management to make adjustment to improve 

network performance. Some of the performance issues are as follows:

> What is the capacity utilization of a network?
> Is there too much traffic somewhere?

> Are there any bottlenecks?

> Is the response time too long?

To deal with these concerns, the network must be monitored on some initial set of 

resources. On the other hand monitoring several resources and collecting this 
information, analyzing it, and then using the resulting analysis as feedback to the 

prescribed set of values, the network manager can clarify better and better the threats to 
a network performance.

Network managers need performance statistics to help them plan, manage and maintain 

large networks. Performance statistics can be used to recognize potential bottlenecks 

before they cause problems. For example, the network manager can change routing 
tables to balance traffic load during times of peak use.
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2.2.5 Security Management

Security management is concerned with managing information protection and access- 
control facilities. These include generating, distributing and storing encryption keys. 

Security management is also concerned with monitoring and controlling access to 

computer networks. Logs are an important security tool, and security management is 

therefore very much involved with the collection, storage and examination of security 
logs.

Network security facilities should be available for authorized users only. End users want 

to know that security policies are effective and that the management of security 
facilities is itself secure /17/.
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3. Network Monitoring

The Internet Activities Board (IAB) oversees the Internet protocol development process, 

focusing effort on areas that need work and deciding if and when a protocol is ready to 

be admitted as an Internet standard. The I AB Internet-standard Network Management 

Framework is a slightly different compared to the OSI framework. The differences in 

the two network management approaches can be viewed as a micro-example of the 

distinctions between the Internet, and OSI protocol suites: the Internet approach is 

tightly focused, the problem area is well-defined and the technical approach is geared 

towards that problem. The next two chapters, chapter 3 to 4, provide an overview of 
I AB Internet-standard Network Management Framework, focusing both network 
monitoring and network control.

The network-monitoring portion of network management is concerned with observing 
and analyzing the status and behavior of the end systems, intermediate systems, and 

subnetworks. The information that should be available to network monitoring can be 
classified as follows:

> Static: Information that characterizes the current configuration and the elements in 

the current configuration, for example the number of ports on a router. This 
information will not change regularly.

> Dynamic: Information is related to events in the network, for example the 
transmission of a packet on a network.

> Statistical: Information that may be derived from dynamic information, for example 
the average number of packets transmitted per unit.

Figure 3-1 shows the five major components of a network-monitoring system:
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Monitoring
application

Manager
function

Managed

function

objects
Managed

objects

Agent
function

Monitoring
Agent

Figure 3-1 Functional Architecture for Network Monitoring

> Monitoring application: The component includes the functions of network 
monitoring that are visible to the user.

> Manager function: The monitoring module that performs the basic monitoring 

function of retrieving information from other elements of the configuration.

> Monitoring agent: The module generates summaries and statistical analyses of 
management information.

> Agent function: The module gathers and records management information for one or 
more network elements and communicates the information to the monitor.

> Managed objects: Management information that represent resources and their 
activities.

These functional modules may be configured in a number of ways. Network monitor 

generally includes agent software and a set of managed objects. Information that is 

useful for network monitoring is collected and stored by agents and made available to 

one or more manager systems. Polling and event reporting are two techniques that 
make the agent information available to the manager /17/.
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Polling is a request-response interaction between a manager and agent. The manager 
can query any agent and request the values of various information elements. The agent 

responds with information from its MIB. A manager system may use polling to learn 
about the configuration of the agent.

In event report the agent and the manager are listening and waiting for incoming 

information. An agent may generate a report periodically in order to give the manager 

its current status. An agent may also generate a report when a significant event occurs 

(fault or change of state). Event reporting is useful for detecting problems as soon as 
they occur/17/.

3.1 Performance Monitoring

An absolute prerequisite for the management of communications network is the ability 

to measure the performance of the network. We cannot hope to manage and control a 

system or activity unless we can monitor its performance. This section gives some 
general ideas of the types of indicators that are useful for performance monitoring. 

These fall into two categories: service-oriented measures and efficiency-oriented 
measures.

3.1.1 A vai lability

Availability can be expressed as a percentage of time that a network system, component 

or application is available for a user. Availability is based on the reliability of the 

individual components of network. Reliability is the probability that a component will 

perform its specified function for a specified time under specified conditions. The 

availability of system depends on the availability of its individual components plus of 

the system organization. For example, some components may be redundant, so the 
failure of one component does not affect system operation /17/.
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Service-oriented

Availability The percentage of time that a network system or a component 
is available for a user

Response time Time that it takes for a response to appear at a user’s terminal 
after a user action calls for it

Accuracy The percentage of time that no errors occur in the transmission 
of information

Kl'ficieiicy-orieiHcd

Throughput The rate at which application-oriented events occur

Utilization The percentage of the theoretical capacity of a resource 
(transmission line, switch) that is being used

Table 3.1 Network Performance Indicators

3.1.2 Response Time

Response time is the time it takes for a system to react to a given input. Usually it may 

be defined as the time between the last keystroke by the user and the beginning of the 
resulting display by the computer.

Figure 3-2 illustrates a typical networking situation and indicates the seven elements of 
response time /17/.

> Inbound terminal delay: The delay in getting an inquiry from the terminal to the 
communications line.

> Inbound queuing time: The time required for waiting before information gets to the 
network.

> Inbound service time: The time to transmit the communications link from the 
controller to the host’s front-end processor.
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> Processor delay: The time the front-end processor, the host processor, the disk 

drives and so on at the computer center spend preparing a reply to an inquiry.

> Outbound queuing time: The time a reply spends at a port in the front-end processor 
waiting to be dispatched to the network.

> Outbound service time: The time to transmit the communications facility from the 
host’s front-end processor to the controller.

> Outbound terminal delay: The delay at the terminal itself.

<_________TO SI

Workstation Network interface

TI

SO

WI

RT = TI + WI + SI + CPU + WO + SO + TO

RT = response time 
TI = inbound terminal delay 
WI = inbound queuing time 
SI = inbound service time

CPU = CPU processor delay 
WO = outbound queuing time 
SO = outbound service time 
TO outbound terminal delay

Figure 3-2 Elements of Response Time

Response time is relatively easy to measure and one of the most important classes of 
information needed for network management.

3.1.2 Accuracy

Accurate transmission of data is essential for any networks. It is useful to monitor the 

rate of errors that must be corrected. This may give an indication of a faulty line or 
interference that should be corrected.
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3.1.3 Throughput

Throughput is an application-oriented measure, for example, the number of transactions 
of given type for a certain period of time or the number of calls for a circuit-switched 
environment.

3.1.4 Utilization

Utilization is a more fine-grained measure than throughput. It refers to determining the 

percentage of time that a resource is in use over a given period of time. Perhaps the 

most important use of utilization is to search for potential bottlenecks and areas of 

congestion. This is important because response time usually increases exponentially as 
the utilization of a resource increases /17/.

3.2 Fault Monitoring

The objective of fault monitoring is to identify faults as quickly as possible after they 

have occurred and to identify the cause of the fault so that corrective action can be 

taken. In a complex network, locating and diagnosing faults can be difficult because 

certain faults are inherently unobservable locally. If faults are observed, it is necessary 

to isolate the fault to a particular component. When multiple technologies are involved, 

the potential points of failure and the types of failures increase. This makes it harder to 
locate the source of a fault.

The first requirement of a fault-monitoring system is that it is able to detect and report 

faults. At a minimum, a fault-monitoring agent will maintain a log of significant events 

and errors. A good fault-monitoring system will be able to anticipate faults. Generally, 
this involves setting up thresholds and issuing a report when a monitored variable 

crosses a threshold. For example, if the fraction of transmitted packets that suffers an 

error exceeds a certain value, this may indicate that a problem is developing along the 

communications path. If the threshold is set low enough, the network manager may be 
alerted in time to take actions that prevent a major failure in the system /17/.
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3.3 Accounting Monitoring

Accounting monitoring is primarily a matter of keeping track of users’ usage of network 

resources. Examples of resources that may be subject to accounting include the 
following:

> Communications facilities: LANs, WANs, leased-lines and dial-up lines
> Computer hardware: Workstations and servers

> Software and systems: Applications and utility software in servers and end-user sites

> Services: Includes all commerical communications and information services 
available to network users

The following communications-related accounting data might be gathered and 
maintained on each user:

> User identification: Originator of service request

> Receiver: Identifies the network component to which a connection is made or 
attempted

> Number of packets: Count of data transmitted

> Security level: Identifies the transmission and processing priorities

> Network status codes: Indicates the nature of any detected errors
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4 Network Control

The network control portion of network management is concerned with modifying 

parameters. All of the five major functional areas of network management 

(performance, fault, accounting, configuration and security) involve both monitoring 

and control. Chapter 3 focused on performance, fault and accounting monitoring. This 

chapter examines the network control aspect of configuration management and security 
management.

4.1 Configuration Control

Configuration management is concerned with the initializing, maintenance and 

shutdown of individual components and logical subsystems. Configuration management 

can specify initial or default values for attributes so that managed resources carry out 

desired operations in the desired states, possess the proper parameter value and form 

desired relationships with other network components. Configuration management is 

responsible for monitoring the configuration and making changes in response to user 

commands or in response to other network management functions. Configuration 
management includes the following functions:

> Define configuration information

> Set and modify attribute values

> Define and modify relationships

> Initialize and terminate network operations
> Distribute software

> Report on configuration status

Configuration information describes the nature and status of resources that are of 

interest to network management. The configuration information includes a specification 

of the resources under management and the attributes of those resources. Network 

resources include physical resources (routers, bridges and switches) and logical 

resources (timers, counters and virtual circuits). Attributes include, for example, name, 

address, identification number, states and software version number. Configuration
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information may be structured, for example, as a simple structured list of data fields, 
each field containing a single value. This is the approach taken by SNMP /17/.

The configuration control function should enable a manager station to remotely set and 

modify attribute values in agents and proxies. Modifications fall into three categories:

> Database update only, for example, a manager changes contact information.

> Database update plus resource modification, for example, the manager sets the state 

attribute of a physical port to “disable” and then he not only updates the state 
attribute but also disables the port, so that is no longer in use.

> Database update plus action, for example, a router might maintain a reinitialize 

parameter in its database and if an authorized manager sets this parameter to TRUE, 
the router would go through a reinitialization procedure, which would set the 
parameter to FALSE and reinitialize the router.

Configuration management should include a mechanism to enable users to initialize and 
close down network or subnetwork operation. Configuration management should also 

provide the capability to distribute software throughout the configuration to end systems 
and intermediate systems /17/.

4.2 Security Control

The security management portion of network management deals with both computer 
and network security. Computer and network security has three requirements:

> Secrecy: requires that the information in a computer system is accessible only for 
reading by authorized parties (includes printing, displaying).

> Integrity: requires that computer system assets can be modified only by authorized 

parties (modification includes writing, changing status and deleting)

> Availability: requires that computer systems are available to authorized parties

Before examining some of the details of security management, it will be useful to 
characterize the threat to security.
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4.2.1 Threats to Hardware

The main threat to computer system hardware is in the area of availability. Threats 

include accidental and deliberate damage to equipment as well as theft. Physical and 
administrative security measures are needed to deal with these threats.

4.2.2 Threats to Software

A key threat to software is availability. Software, especially application software, is 

surprisingly easy to delete. Careful software configuration management, which includes 
making backups of the most recent version of software, can maintain high availability.

4.2.3 Threats to Data

Data security involves files or other forms of data controlled by individuals, groups, and 

business organizations. The obvious concern with secrecy, of course, is the 

unauthorized reading of data files or databases and this area has been the subject of 
perhaps more research than any other area of computer security.

4.2.4 Threats to Communication Lines and Networks

The concerns of availability, security and integrity that are relevant to data security 
apply to network security as well. These are categorized to passive and active threats.

The threat of release of message contents is clearly understood. A telephone 

conversation or an electronic mail may contain sensitive or confidential information. 

This is a passive threat as well as traffic analysis. Passive threats are very difficult to 
detect, since they do not involve any alternation of the data.

The second major category of threat is active threats. These involve some modification 

of the data stream or the creation of a false stream. Someone can, for example, delay, 

replay or reorder data stream or just capture and replay an authentication sequence.
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4.2.5 Threats to the Network Management System

Since network management is a set of applications and databases on various hardware 
platforms distributed throughout the configuration, all of the threats discussed earlier in 

this chapter can be considered threats to the network management system. Threat would 

be, for example, a user who is not authorized to perform network management functions 

may attempt to access network management applications and information.

4.2.6 Security Management Functions

The functions of security management can be grouped into three categories: maintain 

security information, control resource-access service and control the encryption process.

The following functions are related to the maintenance of security information: event 
logging, monitoring security and audit trails, monitoring usage and the users of security- 

related resources, reporting security violations, receiving notification of security 

violations, maintaining and examining security logs, maintaining backup copies for all 

or part of the security-related files, and maintaining general network user profiles, and 

usage profiles for specific resources, to enable references for conformance to designated 
security profiles.

One of the central services of any security facility is access control. Access control 

involves authentication and authorization services and the actual decision to grant or 
refuse access to specific resources.

Security management must be able to encrypt any information between agents and 

managers, as needed. This function is responsible for defining encryption algorithms 
and providing for key distribution /17/.
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5 SNMPvl

The Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is an application-layer protocol 

designed to facilitate the exchange of management information between network 

devices. By using SNMP-transported data, network administrators can more easily 

manage network performance, find and solve network problems, and plan for network 
growth.

Today, SNMP is the most popular protocol for managing diverse commercial, 

university, and research internetworks. Standardization activity continues even as 

vendors develop and release state-of-the-art SNMP-based management applications. 

SNMP is a relatively simple protocol, yet its feature set is sufficiently powerful to 

handle the difficult problems presented by the management of heterogeneous networks. 

There are two versions of SNMP: version 1 and version 2. This chapter will discuss the 
version 1, SNMPvl. /16/

5.1 Background

As TCP/IP was being developed, little thought was given to network management. 

Through the late 1970s, there were no management protocols as such. The one tool that 

was efficiently used for management was the Internet Control Message Protocol 

(ICMP). ICMP is available on all devices that support IP. From a network management 

point of view, the most useful feature of ICMP is the echo/echo-reply message pair. 

These messages provide a mechanism for testing that communications is possible 

between entities. Another useful pair of messages are time stamp and time stamp reply, 

which provide a mechanism for sampling the delay characteristics of the network. The 

most notable example of this is the widely used PING (Packet Internet Groper) 
program. The ping capability can be used to observe variations in round-trip times and 

in datagram loss rates, which can help to isolate areas of congestion and points of 
failure.

With some supplemental tools, the ping was a satisfactory solution to the network 

management requirement for many years. It was in the late 1980s, when the growth of 

the Internet became exponential, that attention was focused on the development of a
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more powerful network management capability. The starting point in providing specific 

network management tools was the Simple Gateway Monitoring Protocol (SGMP) 

issued in November 1987. This was not a general-purpose network management tool 
and because of that three new promising approaches emerged:

> High-Level Entity Management System (HEMS)

> Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)

> CMIP over TCP/IP (CMOT)

In early 1988, the Internet Architecture Board (IAB) reviewed these proposals and 

approved the further development of SNMP as a short-term solution and CMOT as a 

long-range solution. It was felt that within a reasonable period of time, TCP/IP 

installations would transition to OSI-based protocols. I AB decided that both SNMP and 

CMOT use the same set of monitoring and control variables, in the same formats. So 

only a single structure of management information (SMI) and a single management 

information base (MIB) would be defined for both protocols. SNMP soon became 

widely available on vendor equipment and it quickly became the standardized 

management protocol of choice for the general user. Just as TCP/IP has outlasted all 

predictions of its useful lifetime, so SNMP appears to be around for the long haul, and 

widespread deployment of OSI network management continues to be delayed /17/.

The “basic” SNMP is now in widespread use. Virtually all major vendors of host 

computers, workstations, bridges, routers, switches and hubs offer basic SNMP. 

SNMPvl framework consist of three major Request for Comments (RFCs). These are:

> Structure of Identification of Management Information for TCP/IP-based networks 

(RFC 1155): describes how managed objects contained in the MIB are defined.

> Management Information Base for Network Management of TCP/IP-based 

Internets: MIB-II (RFC 1213): describes the managed objects contained in the 
MIB.

> Simple Network Management Protocol (RFC 1157): defines the protocol used to 
manage these objects.
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5.2 Basic Concepts

The model of network management that is used for TCP/IP network management 
includes the following key elements (Figure 5-1):

> Management Station

> Management Agent

> Management Information Base

> Network Management Protocol

Network Management Station

SNMP
SNMP \SNMP

Network Management 
Applications

User
Interface

Managed Device Managed Device Managed Device

Figure 5-1 Network Management A rchitecture

The management station is typically a stand-alone device, but it can be a capability 
implemented on a shared system. This device executes management applications that 

monitor and control network elements (get response from agents and set variables in 

agents). It will also have a set of management applications for data analysis, fault 
recovery and so on /17/.
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The other active element in the network management system is the management agent. 

Agents are software modules that reside in the network element, for example switches 

and routers. They collect and store management information such as the number of error 

packets received by a network element. They can also asynchronously signal an event to 
the manager.

Management Information Bases (MIB) are a collection of definitions, which define the 

properties of the managed object within the device to be managed. Every managed 
device keeps a database of values for each of the definitions written in MIB.

The management station and agents are linked by a network management protocol. The 

protocol used for the management of TCP/IP network is the Simple Network 

Management Protocol (SNMP), which includes the following key capabilities:

> Get: enables the management station to retrieve the value of objects at the agent.

> Set: enables the management station to set the values of objects at the agent.

> Trap: enables the agent to notify the management station of significant events.

SNMP was designed to be an application-level protocol that is part of the TCP/IP 

protocol suite. It is intended to operate over the User Datagram Protocol (UDP). Both 

TCP and UDP provide transport services. Why use UDP rather than TCP? TCP is a 
complicated protocol that consumes CPU resources. In contrast, UDP is easy to build 

and run /6/. Figure 5-2 provides a look at the protocol context of SNMP.
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SNMP management station SNMP agent

Managed resourcesManagement application

Application 
manages objects

SNMP managed objects

SNMP manager SNMP agentSNMP messages

Network-dependent protocols Network-dependent protocols

From a management station, three types of SNMP messages are issued on behalf of a 

management application: GetRequest, GetNextRequest and SetRequest. The two first are 

variations of the get function. They enable the manager to retrieve one or more values 

from a managed node’s MIB. SetRequest enables the manager to update appropriate 

variables. GetResponse returns the results of get functions operation. Trap enables an 
agent to spontaneously report important events or problems.

It is easy to see why SNMP was called ‘simple’. We can read a single MIB variable or a 

list of MIB variables with a get message. We can read through the rows of a table- or 

from the beginning of a MIB to its end- with repeated get-nexts. We can write a 

parameter value with a set message. Response messages send back the results. A node 

can report problem events by sending trap messages to a manager 161.
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5.3 Structure of Management Information Base

The structure of management information (SMI) defines the general framework, in 

which it identifies data types that can be used in the MIB and specifies how resources 
within the MIB are represented and named. The SMI must do the following:

> Provide a standardized technique for defining the structure of a particular MIB.

> Provide a standardized technique for defining individual objects, including syntax 
and the value of object.

> Provide a standardized technique for encoding object values.

All managed objects in the SNMP environment are arranged in a hierarchical tree 

structure. The administrative structure, information structure, and object name structure 
all are integrated into the global naming tree. Even the assignment of unique identifiers 

to standards documents has its place in this tree /17/.

Figure 5-3 The tree of object identifier
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Beginning with the root of the object identifier tree, each object identifier component 

value identifies an arc in the tree. Starting form a root, there are three nodes at the first 

level: iso, ccitt and joint-iso-ccitt. Under iso node, one subtree is for the use of other 

organizations, one of which is the U.S. Department of Defense (dod). As shown in 

figure 5-3, the Internet node has the object identifier value of 1.3.6.1. The SMI 
document defines four nodes under Internet node /11/:

> Directory: reserved for future use with OSI directory.

> Mgmt: used for objects defined in IAB-approved documents.

> Experimental: used to identify objects used in Internet experiments.

> Private: used to identify objects defines unilaterally.

The mgmt subtree contains the definition of management information bases that have 

been approved by I AB. At present, two versions of MIB have been developed, MIB-I 
and MIB-II. The second MIB is an extension of the first.

The private subtree currently has only one child node defined, the enterprises node. The 

portion of the subtree is used to allow vendors to enhance the management of then- 

devices and to share this information with other users and vendors who might need to 

interoperate with their systems. It is strongly recommended that the enterprise will also 
register its networking subsystems under this subtree, in order to provide an 

unambiguous identification mechanism for use in management protocols /11/. For 

example, Cisco has requested a node under the enterprises subtree and the node has 
been numbered: 1.3.6.1.4.1.9.

5.3.1 Object Syntax

Every object within SNMP MIB is defined in a formal way. The ASN. 1 notation is used 

to define each individual object and also to define the entire MIB structure. The full 

ASN. 1 language is very powerful and capable of describing extremely complicated data 

structure. The designers of SNMP were determined to keep things simple, so ASN. 1 has 

only two classes of MIB variables: universal class and application class. The universal 
class consists of application-independent data types that are of general use.
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The application class of ASN.l consists of data types that are relevant to a particular 

application. Each application, including SNMP, is responsible for defining its own 

application data types. The following types are defined /16/:

> NetworkAddress: The only defined address type is IpAddress.

> IpAddress: This type represents a 32-bit Internet address.

> Counter: This is non-negative integer that may be incremented but not decremented. 

A maximum value of 232-l is specified. When the counter reaches its maximum, it 
wraps around and starts increasing again form zero.

> Gauge: Non-negative integer, which may increase or decrease, but which latches at 
a maximum value.

> Timeticks: Non-negative integer, which counts the time in hundredth of a second 
since some epoch.

> Opaque: This type supports the capability to pass arbitrary data.

The counter is one of the most common types used in defining objects. Typical 
applications are to count the number of packets or octets sent or received. The gauge is 

used to measure the current value of some entity, such as the current number of packets 

stored in a queue. The timeticks type is a relatively timer. Time is measured relative to 

some event (startup or reinitialization) within the managed system.

5.3.2 Defining Objects

The only way of defining managed objects, which is used with SNMP, is to use a macro 

to define a set of related types. A macro definition gives the syntax of a set of related 

types, while a macro instance defines a specific type. The macro used for the SNMP 

MIBs was initially defined in RFC 1155 and later expanded in RFC 1212. Figure 5-4 
shows an example of an object type definition /17/.
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TcpMaxConn OBJECT-TYPE 
SYNTAX INTEGER 
ACCESS read-only 
STATUS mandatory 
DESCRIPTION

"The limit on the total number of TCP connections 
the entity can support. In entities where the 
maximum number of connections is dynamic, this 
object should contain the value -1."

: : = {tcp 4}

Figure 5-4 Example of an Object Definition

> SYNTAX: the abstract syntax for the object. The syntax must be constructed using 
the universal and application-wide types allowed in the SMI.

> ACCESS: defines the way in which an instance of the object may be accessed. The 

options are read-only, read-write, write-only and not-accessible.

> STATUS: indicates the implementation support required for this object. The options 
are mandatory, optional and obsolete.

> DescrPart: a textual description of the semantics of the object type. This clause is 
optional.

Each definition starts with a name. This definition describes an object named 

TcpMaxConn. The last line of the definition assigns an OBJECT IDENTIFIER to 

TcpMaxConn. Specifically, ::={tcp 4} means that this object is attached under the tcp 
node, and its node number is 4.

5.4 MIB-II

MIB-II (RFC 1213) defines the second version of the management information base; the 

first version, MIB-I, was issued as RFC 1156. There are eleven groups referenced in the 

original MIB-II document (Figure 5-3). One of these, emot, was intended to hold 

objects needed to run the ISO Common Management Information Services/Common 

Management Information Protocol on top of TCP/IP. When the effort to run ISO 

management on top of TCP/IP was abandoned, emot was demoted to historical status, 

and dropped out of sight. The 10 remaining groups describe the most basic information
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needed to manage a TCP/IP network. We examine each of the MIB-II groups in this 
section/6/.

5.4.1 The system Group

The system group is so important that it is required for every device. It provides general 
information about the managed system. The group includes configuration information 

that points what the device is, where it is, and who to call when something goes wrong. 

A management station can poll a device for its system information and automatically 

generate a configuration database for the network. This frees the operator from the 

laborious job of manually entering configuration information into a database /6/.

Object Description

SysDescr A description of the entity, such as a hardware or operating system.

SysUpTime The time since the network management portion of the system was last
reinitialized

SysName An administratively assigned name for this managed node.

SysLocation The physical location of this node.

Table 5.1 Some examples of the system group objects.

5.4.2 The interfaces Group

The interfaces group contains generic information about the physical interfaces of the 

entity, including configuration information and statistics on the event occurring at each 

interface. MIB-II identifies 54 interface types - and more are being invented all the 

time! Some examples of interface types are: ethemetCsmacd, fddi, basicISDN, frame- 

relay and atm. The group includes the object ifNumber, which records the total number 

of network interfaces. The rest of the group consists of the ifTable, which has one row 
for each interface.
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Object Description

IfDescr Information about the interface, including the name of the 
manufacturer, product name and version of the hardware interface.

IfMute The size of the largest protocol data unit, in octets, on the interface.

IfSpeed An estimate of the interface’s current data rate capacity.

IfOperStatus Current operational interface state (up(l), down(2), testing(3))

IflnOctets Total number of octets received on the interface

IfOutOctets Total number of octets transmitted on the interface

IfOutErrors Number of outbound packets that could not be transmitted because of 
errors.

Table 5.2 Some examples of the interfaces group objects

The interfaces group contains basic information that is useful as a starting point for any 
network management function, such as performance monitoring or fault monitoring.

5.4.3 The at Group

The address translation group consists of a single table that maps a network layer 

address to a physical LAN address, a packet net address, a telephone number, or any 

address that is needed to build and send a frame. Each row in the table corresponds to 

one of the physical interfaces of the system. The row provides a mapping from a 

network address to a physical address. The physical address depends on the nature of 

the subnetwork. For example, if the interface is to LAN, then the physical address is the 
MAC address.

MIB-II defines the at table as deprecated, which means that is on the way out. Instead, a 

separate IP address translation table is defined within the ip group. Other tables are 
defined as needed within other protocols /17/.
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5.4.4 The ip Group

The ip group covers the configuration and management needs of hosts and routers.

Object Description

IpInReceiver Total number of input datagrams received form interfaces

IpInHdrErrors Number of input datagrams discarded due to errors in IP header

IpInDelivers Total number of input datagrams successfully delivered to IP user 
protocols

IpOutNoRoutes Number of IP datagrams discarded because no route could be found

IpRouteEntry A route to a particular destination

IpNetToMedia-
Entity

Contains one IpAddress for each physical address

Table 5.3 Some examples of the ip group objects

Three tables are included in the ip group. The ipAddrTable contains information 

relevant to the IP address assigned to this entry, with one row for each IP address. The 

ipRouteTable contains information used for internet routing. The information in the 

route table is of a relatively general nature and could be extracted from a number of 

protocol-specific routing tables. The ipRouteTable information is useful for 

configuration monitoring, and since the objects in the table are read-write, it can be used 

to control the routing process. The ipNetToMediaTable is an address translation table 

that provides a correspondence between physical addresses and IP addresses /17/.

5.4.5 The icmp Group

The Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) is an integral part of the TCP/IP 

protocol suite. ICMP provides feedback about problems in the communication 

environment. An ICMP error message is sent when a datagram cannot reach its 

destination or when a router does not have the buffering capacity to forward a datagram.
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The icmp group is very straightforward. It consists of counts of every type of incoming 
and outgoing ICMP messages 161.

5.4.6 The tcp Group

The tcp group lets a management application check up on some TCP configuration 

values. The only table that is part of this group is the tcpConnTable. This table is the 

most useful diagnostic tool, which allows a manager to view a list of active TCP 
sessions and get a pretty good idea of which applications are being accessed 161.

Object Description

TcpMaxConn Limit of total number of TCP connections the entity can support

TcpActiveOpens Number of active opens this entity has supported

T cpPassiveOpens Number of passive opens this entity has supported

TcpConnLocal- Local IP address for this connection
Address

TcpConnRemote- Remote IP address for this connection
Address

Table 5.4 Some examples of the tcp group objects.

5.4.7 The udp Group

The udp group tracks traffic and errors, but since UDP is very simple protocol, there are 

not many variables needed to do this. In addition to information about sent and received 
datagrams, the udp group includes the udpTable /61.

5.4.8 The egp Group

The Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP) enables a router to talk to another router that is 

outside its own organization or administration. Someone who has to support EGP is 

interested in the amounts of the incoming and outgoing traffic, as well as how well the
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routers are doing at keeping in touch with one another. The egp group meets these needs 
161.

5.4.9 The transmission Group

The transmission group opens the door to a whole world of new management functions. 

However, transmission should have never been called a group, it is just a node position 

in the naming tree. Many MIBs, each containing groups that apply to different 
transmission technologies, are attached below this node 161.

5.4.10 The snmp Group

If SNMP wants to track everything, maybe it should count its own traffic and errors. 

This is what the snmp group does. Specifically, the snmp group keeps track of the 

numbers of incoming and outgoing gets, sets, responses, traps and counts various errors 
161.

5.5 A Closer Look at SNMP

5.5.1 Operations Supported by SNMP

The only operations that are supported in SNMP are the alteration and inspection of 

variables. Three general-purpose operations may be performed on scalar objects /15/:

> Get: A management station retrieves a scalar object value from a managed station.
> Set: A management station updates a scalar object value in a managed station.

> Trap: A managed station sends an unexpected scalar object value to management 
station.

5.5.2 Communities and Community Names

Network management can be viewed as a distributed application. Like other distributed 

applications, network management involves the interaction of a number of application 

entities supported by an application protocol. In this case of SNMP network
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management, the application entities are the management station application and the 

managed station (agent) application that use SNMP, which is the supporting protocol. 

The management station is able to get and set objects in the managed station and is to 

receive traps from the managed station. Each managed station controls its own local 

MIB and must be able to control the use of that MIB by a number of management 
stations. There are three aspect to do this control:

> Authentication service: The managed station can wish to limit access to MIB to 
authorized managed station

> Access policy: The managed station can wish to give different access privileges to 
different management stations.

> Proxy service: A managed station can act as a proxy to other managed stations. This 

can involve implementing the authentication service and/or access policy for the 
managed systems on the proxy system.

An SNMP community is a relationship between an SNMP agent and a set of SNMP 

managers that defines authentication, access control and proxy characteristics. Each 
community is given a unique (within this agent) community name, and the management 

stations within that community are provided with and must employ the community 

name in all get and set operations. Since communities are defined locally at the agent, 
the same name may be used by different agents.

An authentication service is concerned with ensuring that a communication is authentic. 

SNMP provides for only a trivial schema for authentication. With this limited form of 

authentication, many network managers will be reluctant to allow anything other than 
network monitoring; that is, get and trap operations /17/.

5.5.3 SNMP Formats

With SNMP, information is exchanged between a management station and an agent in 
form of a SNMP message. Each message includes a version number indicating the 

version of SNMP, a community name to be used for this exchange and one of five types 
of protocol data units. This structure is described in Figure 5-5. Note that the
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GetReguest, GetNextRequesî and SetRequest PDUs have the same format as the 

GetResponse PDU, with the error-status and error-index fields always set to 0/17/.

( a ) SNMP message

( b ) GetRequest PDU, GetNex¿Request PDU and SetRequest PDU

(c ) GetResponse PDU

(d) Trap PDU

PDU type enterprise agent-ad dr time-stamp variablebindings

PDU type error-index variablebindings

Version Community SNMP PDU

PDU type request-id variablebindings

nam el value2 valuen

(e ) variablebindings

Figure 5-5 SNMP Formats

5.5.4 GetRequest PDU

A GetRequest can contain a list of several variables to be retrieved. The GetRequest 

PDU is issued by an SNMP entity on behalf of a network management station 
application. The sending entity includes the following fields in the PDU:

> PDU type: This indicates that this is a GetRequest PDU

> Request-id: The sending entity assigns numbers such that each outstanding request 
to the same agent is uniquely identified.

> Variablebindings: This lists the objects whose values are requested.

The receiving SNMP entity responds to a GetRequest PDU with a GetResponse PDU 

containing the same request-id (Figure 5-6 (a)). If the responding entity is able to 

provide values for all of the variables listed in the incoming variablebindings list, then 

the GetResponse PDU includes the variablebindings field, with a value supplied for 

each variable. If at least one of the variable values cannot be supplied, then no values
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are returned. The error conditions can occur if an object named in the variablebindings 

field may not match any object identifier in the relevant MIB view or the responding 

entity may be able to supply values for all of the variables in the list, but the size of the 

resulting GetRespome PDU may exceed a local limitation.

Manager Agent Manager Agent

a) Get values b) Get next values

Manager Agent Manager Agent

c) Set values d) Send trap

Figure 5-6 SNMP PDU Sequences 

5.5.5 GetNextRequest PD U

The GetNextRequest PDU is almost identical to the GetRequest PDU. It has the same 

PDU exchange pattern (Figure 5-6) and the same format (Figure 5-5) as the GetRequest 

PDU. The only difference is the following: In the GetRequest PDU, each variable in the 

variablebindings list refers to an object instance whose value is to be returned. In the 

GetNextRequest PDU, for each variable, the responded is to return the value of a simple 

object, which is next in lexicographical order. This means that you start at the smallest
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leaf object identifier in the MIB tree and go towards the largest leaf object identifier. 

This provides an efficient mechanism for searching a table whose entries are unknown. 

The simplest use of the GetNextRequest is to walk through a table one row at a time.

5.5.6 SetRequest PD U

The SetRequest PDU has the same PDU exchange pattern (Figure 5-6) and the same 
format as the GetRequest PDU (Figure 5-5). However, the SetRequest is used to write 

an object value rather than read one. Thus the variablebindings list includes both object 

instance identifiers and a value to be assigned to each object instance listed. If the 

responding entity is able to set values for all of the variables listed in the incoming 

variablebindings list, then the GetResponse PDU includes the variablebindings field, 

with a value supplied for each variable. If at least one of the variable values cannot be 

supplied, then no values are returned, and no values are updated. The same error 
condition used in the case of GetRequest may be returned. One other error condition 

may be reported: BadValue. This is returned if the SetRequest contains at least one 
pairing of variable name and value that is inconsistent.

5.5.7 Trap PDU

Trap messages enable an agent to report a serious condition to a management station. 

The Trap PDU is issued by an SNMP entity on behalf of a network management agent 

application. It is used to provide the management station with an asynchronous 

notification of some significant event. Its format is quite different from that of the other 

SNMP PDUs. The fields are /15/:

> PDU type: indicating that this is a Trap PDU

> Enterprise: identifies the network management subsystem that generated the trap

> Agent-addr: the IP address of the object generating the trap
> Generic-trap: provides the generic trap type

> Specific-trap: provides the specific trap code

> Time-stamp: provides the amount of time that has elapsed between the last network 

reinitialization and generating of this trap

> Variablebindings: additional information relating to the trap
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The codes used in the generic-trap field include /12/:

> ColdStart(O): trap signifies that the sending protocol entity is reinitializing itself and 
its configuration may change.

> WarmStart(l): trap signifies that the sending protocol entity is reinitializing, but its 
configuration will not change.

> LinkDown(2): trap signifies that the sending protocol entity recognizes a failure in 
one of the communication links represented in the agent’s configuration.

> LinkUp(3): One of the agent’s links has come up.

> AuthenticationFailure(4): This signals that the sending protocol entity has received 
a protocol message that has failed authentication.

> EgpNeighborLoss(5): An Exterior Gateway Protocol neighbor is down.

> EnterpriseSpecific(ó): trap signifies that sending protocol entity recognizes that 

some enterprise-specific event has occurred. The specific-trap field identifies the 
particular trap which occurred.

Unlike the other PDUs, the trap PDU does not wait for a response from the other side.

5.5.8 Limitations of SNMP

The user who relies on SNMP for network management needs to be aware of its
limitations. Limitations are, for example:

> SNMP may not be suitable for the management of truly large networks because of 

the performance limitations of polling. With SNMP, you must send one packet out 
to get back one packet of information.

> SNMP is not well suited for retrieving large volumes of data, such as an entire 
routing table.

> The basic SNMP standard provides only a trivial authentication. Thus, basic SNMP 
is better suited for monitoring than control.

> The SNMP MIB model is limited and does not readily support applications that 

make sophisticated management queries based on object values or types.
> SNMP does not support manager-to manager communications.
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6 Remote Network Monitoring (RMON)

The most important addition to the basic set of SNMP standards (SMI, MIB, SNMP) is 
the remote network monitoring (RMON) specification. The RMON MIB was published 

in November 1991 by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) to address the 

limitations of SNMP in growing distributed networks. RMON is a major step forward in 

internetwork management. It defines a remote monitoring MIB that supplements MIB-II 
and provides the network manager with vital information about the internetwork 151.

An SNMP manager can learn of the amount of traffic into and out of each device but, 

with MIB-II, cannot easily learn of the traffic on the LAN as a whole. With MIB-II, the 

network manager can obtain information that is purely local to individual devices but, 
with RMON, the network manager can easily watch a LAN as a whole.

For the purposes of network management in an internetworked environment, there 

would typically need to be one monitor per subnetwork. The monitor can be a stand

alone device whose sole purpose is to capture and analyze traffic. In other cases, the 

monitoring function is performed by a device with other duties, such as a workstation, a 

switch, or a router. For effective network management, these monitors need to 
communicate with a central network management station.

A monitor can watch a LAN as a whole. It gathers information without polling and 

adding traffic. A monitor can track the traffic flows that contribute most to network 

activity. A monitor can also detect failures that are hard to find by polling. For example, 

a monitor can find duplicate IP address assignments. A monitor can be also instructed to 

write a log entry or send a trap message when error count passes a danger threshold /61.

A system that implements the RMON MIB is referred to as an RMON probe. The probe 

has an agent that is not different from any other SNMP agent. The probe entity is 

capable of reading/writing the local RMON MIB in response to management action and 

in performing the various RMON-related functions described later in this chapter.
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6.1 The RMON MIß
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Figure 6-1 Standard MIB Tree Structure

The RMON MIB contains tools that a network management station needs to configure
and control a monitor, read out data and reports, and receive alarms. The RMON MIB is
divided into 10 groups (Figure 6-1) /61.

> Statistics: Simple counts of traffic (in both packets and octets) and errors.

> History: Records periodic statistical samples from information available in the 
statistics group.

> Alarm: A list of variables to be watched and pointers to events that are triggered 

when values cross given thresholds. Alarms are used to detect things that have gone 
wrong.

> Host: A monitor will discover hosts that are active on the network. Traffic and error 
statistics are recorded for each host.

> HostTopN: The host that had the largest traffic or error counts over an interval is 
ordered and presented in a table.
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> Matrix: Shows error and utilization information in matrix form, so the operator can 
retrieve information for any pair of network address.

> Filter: Parameters that can be used to select traffic that will be examined.

> Packet capture: Configuration and storage of captured packet data.

> Event: Gives a table of all events generated by the RMON probe.

> TokenRing: Maintains statistics and configuration information for token ring 
subnetworks.

All groups in the RMON MIB are optional. However, there are some dependencies: 

The alarm group requires the implementation of the event group, the hostTopN group 

requires the implementation of the host group and the packet capture group requires the 
implementation of the filter group.

6.1.1 Statistics Group

The statistics group contains the basic statistics for each monitored subnetwork. RFC 

1757 defines a single table for this group, with one entry for each monitored interface. 

The statistics are in the form of counters which start from zero when a valid entry is 

created. The table, etherStatsTable, collects a variety of counts for each attached 

subnetworks, including byte, packet, error and frame size counts. The table is for use 
with Ethernet interfaces.

The statistics group provides useful information about the load on a subnetwork and the 

overall health of the subnetwork, since various error conditions are counted, such as 

CRC alignment errors, collisions and undersized and oversized packets /17/.

6.1.2 History Group

A monitor does not only report what is going on right now - it can record statistics for 

past time intervals. This is useful for many reasons. Normal daily traffic patterns can be 

studied. We have to know what is usual before we can recognize what is unusual 

behavior. History reports provide valuable input for topology design and capacity 

planning and reports can help with diagnostics 161.
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The history group is used to define sampling functions for one or more of the interfaces 

of the monitor. RFC 1757 defines two tables: historyControlTable, which specifies the 

interface and the details of the sampling function, and ether Hi storyTable, which records 
the data. The latter is a media specific table for Ethernet.

The historyControlTable is used to set configuration parameters for history collection. 

The operator sets a desired number of intervals, and the monitor records the number 

closest to the requested value that it actually can provide. After the limit on the number 

of records is reached, the history table will wrap around, replacing the oldest entries 
with new ones /6/.

The etherHistoryTable describes the database that contains the results of the actual 

history samples. This database contains a separate set of history records for each 
historyControlTable entry that points to an Ethernet interface.

6.1.3 Host Group

The host group is used to gather statistics about specific hosts on the LAN. The monitor 

learns of new hosts on the LAN by observing the source and destination MAC addresses 

in good packets. The host group consists of three tables: one control table and two data 
tables.

The control table, hostControlTable, is used to configure which of its attached LAN 

interfaces the monitor should watch. If all of the host table space gets filled, the monitor 

will start to delete entries. The control table includes the usual ownership and status 
information /6/.

One of the data tables, hostTable, contains statistical data about the corresponding host. 

The table as a whole is indexed by the MAC address of the host as well as by the 

interface index. After a new row is defined in hostControlTable, the monitor begins to 

learn MAC addresses on the corresponding interface. The hostTable includes the 
following counters:

> HostlnPkts: Number of good packets transmitted to this address.
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> HostOutPkts: Number of packets, also bad packets, transmitted by this address.
> HostlnOctets: Number of octets transmitted to this address, not including octets in 

bad packets.

> HostOutOctets: Number of octets transmitted by this address, including octets in 
bad packets.

> HostOutErrors: Number of bad packets transmitted by this address.

> HostOutBroadcastPkts: Number of good broadcast packets transmitted by this 
address.

> HostOutMulticastPkts: Number of good multicast packets transmitted by this 
address.

The hostTimeTable contains exactly the same information as the hostTable. The only 
difference is that instead of being indexed by a host’s physical address, it is indexed by 

the hostTimeCreationOrder. This does not mean that the monitor must actually 

implement two separate tables with duplicate information. It is possible to store the 

information only once but provide two logical access methods to the data. The reason 
for using this group is that the table can be retrieved efficiently by a series of SNMP 

gets that will cause table entries to be packed into the smallest possible number of 
responses.

6.1.4 hostTopN Group

The hostTopN group is used to maintain statistics about the set of hosts on one 
subnetwork that top a list based on some parameter. For example, a list could be 

maintained of the 10 hosts that transmitted the most data during a particular day. The 

statistics that are generated for this group are derived from data in the host group. The 

set of statistics for one host group object on one interface collected during one sampling 

interval is referred to as a report. Each report contains the result for only one variable, 

and that variable represents the amount of change in a host group object over the 
sampling interval.

The hostTopN group consists of one control table and one data table. The 
hostTopNControlTable includes:
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> The maximum number of hosts to be tracked

> One of the seven statistics (incoming packets, outgoing packets, incoming octets, 

outgoing octets, outgoing errors, outgoing broadcast packets or outgoing multicast 
packets), used to select the most active hosts

> The time when monitoring started

> The duration of the reporting interval

The result of the counts configured in the control table are placed in the hostTopNTable 
after the selected interval has elapsed. Hosts with the largest change in the selected 

variable are listed first. Hosts with the smallest change in the selected variable are listed 

last. That is, within each report, hosts are indexed by their TopN order /6/.

6.1.5 Matrix Group

So far, we have defined global LAN statistics, checked traffic flows in and out of hosts, 

and recorded which hosts produce the most traffic or errors. Now we want to know who 
is talking to whom, and how much. That is the function of the matrix group 161.

The matrix group is used to record information about the traffic between pairs of hosts 

on a subnetwork. The information is stored in the form of a matrix. This method of 
organization is useful for retrieving specific pairwise information, such as finding out 

which devices are making the most use of a server. The matrix group consists of three 
tables: one control table and two data tables.

The matrixControlTable identifies an interface to be observed and the upper limit on the 

number of source-destination pairs that can be tracked. There is a very large number of 
pairings. When the table space fills up, old entries must be discarded to make way for 

new ones. It is suggested that the most recently used entries should be the candidates for 
deletion 161.

The matrixSDTable contains sets of statistics that track the amount of traffic between 
two systems. The table records simply counts of packets, bytes and errors. The packet 

and byte counts include error packets. The matrixSDTable counts traffic transmitted 
from a source to a destination 161.
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The term “conversation” is used for a data flow. The table lists flows from one 

computer to another. The table also shows flows from a system to a multicast or 

broadcast address. The matrix table is indexed by the /6/:

> Interface being monitored

> Source physical address

> Destination physical address

A monitor will create a new entry in the table when it detects a new flow. If the monitor 

runs out of table space, it will start to delete entries. The selection of entries to be 
deleted is up to the monitor /6/.

The matrixDSTable is identical to the matrixSDTable, except that the order of its 
indicies is:

> Interface being monitored
> Destination physical address

> Source physical address

For the matrixSDTable, the logical order of the table lists all flows for the first source, 

then all flows for the second source, etc. For matrixDSTable, the logical order of the 

table lists all flows for the first destination, then all flows for the second destination, etc 
/6/.

6.1.6 A larm Group

The alarm group is used to define a set of thresholds for network performance. If a 

threshold is crossed in the appropriate direction, an alarm is generated and sent to the 

central console. For example, an alarm could be generated if there are more than 500 

CRC errors (the threshold) in any 5-minute period (the sampling interval). The alarm 
group consists of a single table, alarmTable. Each entry in the table specifies a 

particular variable to be monitored, a sampling interval, and threshold parameters.
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The alarm scheme works as follows. The monitor or the management station can define 

a new alarm by creating a new row in the alarmTable. The combination of variable, 

sampling interval, and threshold parameters is unique to a given row. Two thresholds 

are provided: a rising threshold and a falling threshold. The rising threshold is crossed if 

the current sampled value is greater than or equal to the rising threshold and the value at 

the last sampling interval was less than the threshold. Similarly, a falling threshold is 

crossed if the current sampled value is less than or equal to the falling threshold and the 

value at the last sampling interval was greater than the threshold. Two types of values 

are calculated for alarms: an absoluteValue is simply the value of object at the time of 

sampling, whereas a deltaValue represents the difference in values for the object over 
two successive sampling periods.

Let’s take a closer look at how alarms are set up. Suppose that we want to be warned 

when collisions on an Ethernet reach as high as 60 per second. We set up a rising 

threshold of 60 collisions within the last second. We configure an event number to be 

looked up in the eventTable when the threshold is exceeded. That entry in the 

eventTable says “Write this into the alarm log, and also send a trap message to a 

network manager.” Usually when things go bad, they stay bad for a while. This situation 

could cause one identical alarm after another, and these extra alarms bring nothing new 

to our knowledge. Newer alarming systems do not keep repeating an alarm. Instead, 

they watch for a falling threshold (for example, in this case it would be 30 collisions per 

second). We can configure the falling threshold so that it also causes a log entry and 

trap message. In any case, the monitor now will be reset and will react with a fresh 
event if the rising threshold is crossed again /6/.

6.1.7 Filter Group

The filter group provides a means by which a management station can instruct a monitor 

to observe selected packets on a particular interface. The basic building blocks defined 

in this group are two kinds of filters: a data filter and a status filter. The data filter 

allows the monitor to screen observed packets on the basic of a bit pattern that a portion 

of the packet matches, the status filter allows the monitor to screen observed packets on 

the basic of their status. These filters can be combined using logical AND and OR
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operations to form a complex test to be applied to incoming packets. The filter group 
consists of two control tables: the channel table and the filter table /17/.

Recall that packets that are selected by a set of filter expressions form a logical data 

stream called a channel. Sometimes we use a channel to define a stream of packets that 
will be captured. Sometimes we will be searching for rare but important patterns and 

want to generate an event whenever a packet is selected for the channel. First we need 

to identify the interface that will be watched. Next we can set a variable so that data will 

be accepted only if it fails either the packet data match or the packet error status match. 

A control variable is used to turn a channel on or off. If the channel is being used to find 

a packet and fire off an event, we set another variable to point to the event. This event 

might cause a trap to be sent, or it might trigger packet capture.

Each entry in the filter table defines a filter. Each filter provides a set of criteria for 

screening every packet and deciding whether it belongs to a logical channel. Several 
filter entries can be associated with the same channel.

6.1.8 Packet capture Group

The packet capture group can be used to set up a buffering scheme for capturing packets 

from one of the channels, in the filter group. It consists of two tables: 

bufferContorlTable, which specifies the details of the buffering function, and 
captureBufferTable, which buffers the data.

The bufferControlTable configures the management of the buffer memory used for 

packet capture. An operator can decide how much memory to allocate for capture, and 

whether to stop capturing or wrap around when that memory is exhausted /6/.

The captureBufferTable contains data from captured packets that is available for SNMP 

retrieval. The length of the original packet, time of capture, and error status all are 

recorded. An additional flag has been added to the error status 161.
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Bit Error

0 Packet is longer than 1518 octets

1 Packet is shorter than 65 octets

2 Packet experienced a CRC or Alignment error

3 This is the first packet in this capture buffer after it was detected that some
packets were not processed correctly

Table 6.1 List of Error Flags

6.1.9 Event Group

The event group supports the definition of events. The event group consists of one 

control table and one data table. The control table, eventTable, contains event 

definitions. Each row of the table contains parameters that describe the event to be 
generated when certain conditions are met. The data table, logTable, records each event 
that needs to be logged.

The conditions for an event to occur are defined in other RMON groups. One key use of 

the event group is in conjunction with the alarm group. The alarm group can define 

rising-threshold and falling-threshold events that are referenced by indexing into the 

eventTable. Also, the filter group can reference an event that will occur when a packet is 
captured /17/.

6.1.10 The tokenRing Group

RFC 1513 defines extension to the RMON MIB for managing 802.5 token ring 

networks. Most of the object groups in RMON are relevant to all types of subnetworks. 

However, the statistics group and the history group are media-specific. RMON itself 

defines media-specific objects for Ethernet subnetworks, whereas RFC 1513 defined 

new tables of objects within these groups for token ring subnetworks. In addition, RFC 

1513 defines some additional monitoring functions specially for token ring
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subnetworks; these are defined in four new groups that are under the tokenRing group of
the RMON MIB. These groups are;

> Token Ring Ring Station Group: contains statistics and status information associated 
with each token ring station on the local ring.

> Token Ring Ring Station Order Group: provides the order of the stations on 
monitored rings.

> Token Ring Ring Station Configuration Group: manages token ring stations through 
active means.

> Token Ring Ring Source Routing Group: contains utilization statistics derived from 

source routing information optionally present in token ring packets.

6.2 The Key Benefits of RMON

The key benefits of implementing RMON technology are high network availability for 

users and high productivity for network administrators. A recent study by McConnell 

and Company showed that with RMON instrumentation, the larger the network, the 

larger the gain in productivity. These results are illustrated in figure 6-2 /23/.

RMON Cost Saving:

$396,000

$336,000

Greater than 200

101 to 200

$189,00051 to 100

11 to 50

1 to 10

Number of Segments Per Staffer

Source: McConnell Consulting, Inc. □ RMON ■ Non-RMON

Figure 6-2 Management Cost Savings Gained by Using RMON

76 percent of network budgets is typically spent on day-to-day operational activities. In 

effect, that means three-quarters of network manager’s time is spent simply on keeping 

up with the daily operations of the network, rather than on proactive management. 

RMON’s autonomous action and distributed management architecture increase
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management productivity and thus save both time and money. In fact, this study 

estimates that RMON more than doubles the effectiveness of a network management 

team, allowing it to support more than twice as many users and segments without 
adding staff 151.
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7 RMON2

Work began in 1994 on an extension to the RMON MIB specification to include 

monitoring of protocol traffic above the MAC level. This work, which is referred to as 

RMON2, resulted in an RFC in 1996. RMON2 decodes packets at layer 3 through 7 of 

the OSI model. This has two important implications:

> An RMON probe can monitor traffic on the basic network-layer protocols and 

addresses, including IP. This enables the probe to look beyond the LAN segments to 

which it is attached and to see traffic coming onto the LAN via routers.

> Because an RMON probe can decode and monitor application-level traffic, such as 

email, file transfer, and World Wide Web protocols, the probe can record traffic to 
and from hosts for particular applications.

The RMON1 probe can provide detailed information about the MAC-level traffic to and 

fro-m each host on each attached LAN. However, if a router is attached to one of these 

LANs, the RMON1 probe can only monitor the total traffic into and out of that router. 

With RMON2, the RMON probe now has the capability of seeing above MAC layer by 

reading the header of the enclosed-network-layer protocol, which is typically IP. This 

enables the probe to analyze traffic passing through the router in order to determine the 

ultimate source and destination. With this capability, the network manager can answer a 

question, for example, whether a router is overloaded because of high amounts of 

outgoing traffic, what local hosts account for the bulk of that outgoing traffic, and to 

what destination networks or hosts that traffic is directed. The network manager can 

take steps to contain traffic loads and improve performance. For example, the network 

manager can see which clients are communicating with which servers and place systems 

on the appropriate network segments to optimize traffic flow /17/.

7.1 The RMON2 MIB

The RMON2 MIB is simply an extension of the original RMON MIB that adds a 

number of new groups. Figure 7-1 illustrates the overall structure of the RMON2. 
Briefly, new groups are:
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> Protocol directory (protocolDir): a master directory of all of the protocols that the 
probe can interpret.

> Protocol distribution (protocolDist) : aggregate statistics on the amount of traffic 
generated by each protocol, per LAN segment.

> Address map (addressMap): matches each network address to a specific MAC 
address.

> Network-layer host (nlHost): statistics on the amount of traffic into and out of hosts 
on the basis of the network-layer address.

> Network-layer matrix (nlMatrix): statistics on the amount of traffic between pairs of 
hosts on the basis of network-layer address.

> Application-layer host (alHost): statistics on the amount of traffic into and out of 
hosts on the basis of application-level address.

> Application-layer matrix (alMatrix): statistics on the amount of traffic between pairs 
of hosts on the basis of application-level address.

> User history collection (usrHistory): periodically samples user-specific variables 
and logs that data based on user-defined parameters.

> Probe configuration (probeConfig) : defines standard configuration parameters for 
RMON probes.
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RMON2
RMONl

RMON

probeConfig (19)

nlMatrix (15)

alHost(16)

alMatrix (17)

usrffistory (18)

addressMap (13)

protocolDist (12)

protocolDir (11)

nlHost (14)

tokenRing (10)

hostTopN (5)

capture (8)

event(9)

matrix (6)

filter (7)

host (4)

alarm (3)

history (2)

statistics (1)

Figure 7-1 Remote Network Monitoring (RMON) MIB 

7.1.1 Protocol Directory Group

On any particular network, many different protocols can be running. Some are 

standardized or at least well known, while others are custom protocols developed for a 

particular application of a product. Since most of the objects in the RMON2 MIB deal 

with monitoring the activity of these protocols, a common framework is needed to 

support them all. This is the purpose of the protocol directory group, which provides a 
single central point for storing information about types of protocols.

The protocol directory group provides a way for an RMON2 manager to learn which 

protocols a particular RMON2 probe interprets. This information is especially important
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when the manager and probe are from different vendors. The group includes a protocol 
directory table, with one entry for each protocol for which the probe can decode and 

count protocol data units (PDUs). The table covers MAC-, network-, and higher -layer 

protocols. For example, the Internet Protocol (IP) can be run directly on top of the 

Ethernet MAC protocol. Symbolically, the identifier for IP running over Ethernet is 

ether2.ip. Similarly, the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) runs over IP and is 

encapsulated by IP. Thus, UDP running over IP on an Ethernet LAN has octet string 

identifier ether2.ip.ndp. Finally, a number of application-level protocols run on top of 

UDP. One example is SNMP. If this is operating over Ethernet, then the octet string 
identifier is ether2.ip.udp.snmp /11/.

7.1.2 Protocol Distribution Group

The protocol distribution group summarizes how many octets and packets have been 

sent from each of the protocols supported. It consists of two tables, 

protoco/DistControlTable, which controls the collection of basic statistics for all 
supported protocols, and protoco/DistStatsTable, which records the data.

7.1.3 Address Map Group

The address map group matches each network address to a specific MAC-level address 
and therefore to a specific port on the network device. It consists of two tables, which 

are a control table and a data table. The structure of the control and data tables in this 

group is not like that of the typical RMON group, in which each control table entry 

creates and controls a number of data table rows. Instead, there is a single central data 

table that contains entries that provide the mapping between network-layer (usually IP) 

addresses and MAC addresses. There is one entry in the control table for each 
subnetwork attached to the probe; each entry in this table enables the discovery of 

addresses on a new subnetwork. Thus, the data table is not indexed by a row of the 

control table. This arrangement is much cleaner from the viewpoint of a network 
management application/17/.

The address map group can be used to detect duplicate IP addresses, which deal with a 
difficult problem that can affect routers and virtual LANs.
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7.1.4 RM0N2 Host Groups

Two RMON2 groups that deal with the collection of statistics on a host basis are the 
network layer group and application analysis group. Both of these groups contain a data 

table that is controlled by a control table in the network layer host group.

The network layer host (nlHost) group enables users to decode packets based on their 

network-layer address. This lets the network manager look beyond a router to the 

connected hosts. This group collects similar statistics to those collected in the RMON1 

host group. However, the host group gathers statistics based on MAC address whereas 

the nlHost group gathers statistics based on network-layer address. The group collects 

basic statistics on traffic (packets and octets) into and out of each discovered host, 
broken down by network-layer address.

The application layer host (alHost) group enables a user to trace the traffic into and out 

of host on the basic of application protocol. For example, the user could learn of the 

amount of traffic generated or received by Lotus Notes or Microsoft Mail, by a given 
host. Keep in mind that for RMON2, the term “application level” refers to all protocols 
above the network layer /17/.

7.1.5 RMON2 Matrix Groups

A pair of RMON2 groups that deal with the collection of statistics on pairs of hosts are 
the network layer matrix (nlMatrix) group and application-layer matrix (alMatrix) 

group. The data tables in these groups collect similar statistics to those collected in the 

RMON1 matrix group and hostTopN group. However, the RMON1 groups gather 

statistics based on MAC address whereas the RMON2 groups gather statistics based on 
network-layer address and on application-level protocol/17/.

The network-layer matrix group consists of five tables: two control tables and three data 

tables. One of the control tables and its two associated data tables deal with the 
collection of matrix statistics, while the other control table and its associated data table 
deal with the collection of topN statistics.
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The application-layer matrix group consists of three data tables and one control table. 

Two of the data tables deal with the collection of matrix statistics, while the third data 
table deals with the collection of topN statistics

7.1.6 User History Collection Group

The user history collection (usrHistory) group periodically polls particular statistics and 

variables and then logs that data based on user-defined parameters. With this new 
feature, the network manager can configure history studies of any counter in the system, 

such as a router-to-router connection. In the RMON1 specification, historical data are 

collected only a predefined set of statistics. The user history collection group consists of 

a three-level hierarchy of tables: usrHistoryControlTable, usrHistoryObjectTable, and 
usrHistoryTable. The usrHistoryControlTable specifies the details of the sampling 

function. The usrHistoryObjectTable specifies the variables to be sampled. The 
usrHistoryTable records the specified data.

7.1.7 Probe Configuration Group

The probe configuration group is designed to enhance interoperability among RMON 
probes and managers by defining a standard set of configuration parameters for probes. 

This makes it easier for one vendor’s RMON application to be able to configure 

remotely another vendor’s RMON probe. The probe configuration group consists of set 
of scalar objects plus four tables /17/.

> ProbeCapabilties: indicates which RMON groups are supported

> ProbeSoftwareRev: software revision of this device

> ProbeHardwareRev: hardware revision of this device
> ProbeDateTime: probe’s current date and time

> ProbeResetControl: takes on the values running(l), warmBoot(2), and coldBoot(3)

> ProbeDownloadFile: the name of the file that contains the boot image to be 
downloaded from the TFTP (Trivial File Transfer Protocol) server

> ProbeDownloadTFTPServer: the IP address of the TFTP server that contains the 
boot image to load
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> ProbeDownloadAction: takes on the values imageValid(l), downloadToPROM(2), 
and downloadToRAM(3)

> SerialConfigTable: contains one row for each serial interface on the probe
> NetConfigTable: contains one row for each network interface on the probe

> TrapDestTable: defines the destination addresses for traps generated from this 
device.

> SerialConnectionTable: stores the parameters needed initiating a SLIP (Serial Line 
Interface Protocol) connection to a management station.
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8 SNMPv2

8.1 Background

By 1988 it became clear that there was critical need for network management, both in 

the short term, which deals with the current level of network complexity, and the long 

term, which deals with even more complex environments. Accordingly, a two-track 

policy was adopted: SNMP would be used to meet immediate network management 

needs, and OSI-based solution (CMOT) would be pursued for long term needs. This 

two-track strategy has not worked out, because the development of stable OSI standard 
for network management has taken much longer than anticipated. This delay opened up 

a window of opportunity that SNMP filled: SNMP has been implemented by a broad 
range of vendors and is widely deployed.

One major flaw that inhibited the use of SNMP is that is provides no security facilities. 
There is no capability to authenticate the source of a management message. The 

existence of the community name in the message header is useless from the viewpoint 

of security. An attacker can observe a message and learn a community name for the 

target device. As a result, many vendors have chosen not to implement the Set 

command. To address this problem, a set of RFCs referred to as “secure SNMP” was 
issued as proposed standards in July 1992.

After the publication of secure SNMP, a consensus emerged within the Internet 

community that it was highly desirable to enable users and vendors to make a single 

transition from the original SNMP to a second-generation SNMP that would include 

security and functional enhancements. Work officially began on SNMPv2 in October 

1992. The SNMPv2 functional working group completed its work in December of 

1992, and the SNMPv2 security working group completed its work in January of 1993. 

The combined effort was then published as a set of proposed Internet standards in 
March of 1993.

After several years of experience with SNMPv2, Internet Engineering Tasking Force 
(IETF) directed that a working group revisits the specification and makes the needed 

revision. The result was a new set of RFCs issued in 1996. In this new set of documents,
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the security aspects of SNMPv2 were dropped, while the rest of the specification 
experienced only modest changes. This administrative framework for SNMPv2 is 

termed “community-based SNMPv2”, or SNMPv2C.

The elimination of security features in SNMPv2 is a major failure in the process of 
specifying the new SNMP. What happened is this. There was little enthusiasm among 

vendors and users for the way in which security was specified in the 1993 documents. 

Overall, the working group was operating on a rather tight time schedule to produce a 

revised version of SNMPv2 so that vendors could move forward with products. There 

was an extension of the deadline for completing the new SNMPv2 documents to allow 

time for a new consensus to develop on a new security specification. Deadlock occurred 

and no such consensus was reached. The new SNMPv2 was issued without security 
enhancements /17/.

Table 8.1 lists the documents that constitute the specification for SNMPv2.

Number litle

1901 Introduction to Community-Based SNMPv2

1902 Structure of Management Information for SNMPv2

1903 Textual Conventions for SNMPv2

1904 Conformance Statements for SNMPv2

1905 Protocol Operations for SNMPv2

1906 Transport Mappings for SNMPv2

1907 Management Information Base for SNMPv2

1908 Coexistence between Version 1 and Version 2 of the Internet-Standard 
Network Management Framework

Table 8.1 SNMPv2 RFCs
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8.2 Structure of Management Information

The structure of management information (SMI) for SNMPv2 is based on the SMI for 

SNMP. The SNMPv2 SMI provides for more elaborate specification and documentation 

of managed objects and MIBs. The SNMPv2 SMI supports several new data types and 
incorporates a new convention for creating and deleting conceptual rows in a table. The 

network address data type now supports OSI NSAP addresses, as well as IP addresses 
/15/. The SNMPv2 SMI introduces four key concepts:

> Object definitions

> Conceptual tables

> Notification definitions

> Information modules

As with the SNMP SMI, object definitions in the SNMPv2 SMI are used to describe 
managed objects. For both SNMPvl and SNMPv2, the type of an object can either be 

simple or application-based. The simple types for SNMPv2 are INTEGER, OBJECT 

STRING, and OBJECT IDENTIFIER. The following application types are defined in 
SNMPv2 /13/:

> IpAddress: This is a 32-bit address using the format specified in IP.

> Counter32: This type represents a non-negative integer which monotonically 

increases until it reaches a maximum value and then wraps around and starts 

increasing again form zero. This is the same type of object like SNMPvl.

> Counter64: This type represents a non-negative integer which monotonically 

increases until it reaches a maximum value of 264-l and after that it wraps around 
and starts increasing again form zero.

> Unsigned32: represents integers in the range 0 to 232-l. This type is also used for 
Gauge32.

> Gauge32: a nonnegative integer that may increase or decrease, with a maximum 
value of 232-l, but shall never exceed a maximum value.

> TimeTicks: a nonnegative integer which represents the time, in hundredths of a 
second.
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> Opaque: This is provided for backward compatibility with SNMPvl, and shall not 
be used for newly-defined object types.

> BITS: This is an enumeration of named bits.

Data type SNMPvl SN1M Pv2

INTEGER X X

Unsigned32 X

Counter32 X X

Counter64 X

Gauge32 X X

TimeTicks X X

OCTET STRING X X

IpAddress X X

OBJECT IDENTIFIER X X

Opaque X X

Table 8.2 SNMPvl/SNMPv2 Data Types

SNMPv2 enhances conventions used in RFC 1212 and in the RMON specification 

(RFC 1757) to facilitate row creation, deletion, and access. Essentially, two categories 
of conceptual tables are allowed in SNMPv2:

> Tables that prohibit row creation and deletion by a manager. These tables are 

controlled completely by the agent. The highest level of access allowed on any 
object is read-write.

> Tables that allow row creation and deletion by a manager.

SNMPv2 introduces the concept of an information module, which specifies a group of 

related definitions. Three kinds of information modules are used: MIB modules,
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compliance statements for MIB modules, and capability statements for agent 
implementations.

8.3 SNMPvZ: Protocol

A SNMPv2 entity operates in a manager role or an agent role. An SNMP entity acts in 

an agent role when it performs SNMPv2 management operations in response to received 

SNMPv2 protocol messages or when it sends trap notifications. A SNMPv2 entity acts 

in a manager role when it initiates SNMPv2 management operations by the generation 

of SNMPv2 protocol messages or when it performs SNMPv2 management operations in 

response to received trap or inform notifications. A SNMPv2 supports either or both 
roles, as dictated by its implementation and configuration. Further, an SNMPv2 entity 

can also act in the role of a proxy agent, in which it appears to be acting in an agent role, 

but satisfies management request by acting in a manager role with a remote entity /14/.

SNMPv2 message

SNMPv2 PDU

variable-bindings

Figure 8-1 SNMPv2 Message Structure

As mentioned earlier, SNMPv2 is an extension of SNMPvl. As with SNMPvl, 

SNMPv2 PDUs are encapsulated in a message. Before examining each of the PDUs in 

turn, let us comment briefly on the common fields in the SNMPv2 PDUs:

> Request-id: The value of this field in a response PDU must equal to the value in the 
corresponding field of a request PDU.
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> Error-status: A non-zero value indicates that an exception occurred while 
processing a request.

> Error-index: When the error-status field is non-zero, the error-index value 

identifies the variable (object) in the variable-bindings list that caused the error.
> Variable-bindings: This lists the objects whose values are requested.

SNMPvl PI)P SNMI42 PDU Direction Description

GetRequest GetRequest Manager to agent Request value for each 
listed object

GetNextReguest GetNextRequest Manager to agent Request next value for 
each listet object

- GetBulkRequest Manager to agent Request multiple values

SetRequest SetRequest Manager to agent Set value for each listet 
object

- InformRequest Manager to manager Transmit unsolicited 
information

GetResponse Response Agent to manager or 
manager to manager

Respond to manager 
request

Trap SNMPv2-Trap Agent to manager Transmit unsolicited 
information

Table 8.3 Comparison of SNMPvl and SNMPv2 Protocol Data Units (PDUs)

8.3.1 GetRequest PDU

The SNMPv2 GetRequest PDU is identical, in format and semantics, to the SNMPvl 

GetRequest PDU. The only difference is in the way that responses are handled. In 

version 1, if any variable on a variable-bindings list could not be retrieved, then the 
entire get would fail and no data would be returned. But in version 2, an agent can 

process the “good” variables in a request and return their values. The value field of a 
“bad” variable is filled with a special problem-reporting value 161.
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8.3.2 GetNexíRequest PDU

The SNMPv2 GetNexíRequest PDU is identical to the SNMPvl GetNexíRequest PDU, 

in format and semantics. As with the GetRequest PDU, the only difference is that the 

SNMPvl GetNexíRequest is atomic, while the SNMPv2 GetNexíRequest processes as 
many variables as possible.

8.3.3 GetBulkRequest PDU

One of the major enhancements SNMPv2 provides is the GetBulkRequest PDU. Its 

purpose is to minimize the number of protocol exchanges required to retrieve a large 
amount of management information. The GetBulkRequest operation uses the same 

selection principle as the GetNexíRequest operation; that is, selection is always of the 

next object instance in lexicographic order. The difference is that, with GetBulkRequest, 

it is possible to specify that multiple lexicographic successors are being selected /17/.

GetBulkRequest (non-repeaters=2, 
max-repetitions=6, X, Y, ТА, ТВ, ТС)
------------------------------------------- ►

Manager issues request with six 
variable names; for the first two
variable (non-repeaters = 2), 
a single value is requested; for the 
remaining variables, six successive

Agent
(e.g., switch)

Management
Workstation

Agent returns single value 
for X, Y and six rows of 
table a

Table a 
ТА ТВ ТС

Response [ X, Y, TA(1), TB(1), TC(1), 
ТА(2), ТВ(2), ТС(2), 
ТА(3), ТВ(3), ТС(3), 
ТА(4), ТВ(4), ТС(4), 
ТА(5), ТВ(5),ТС(5), 
ТА(6), ТВ(6),ТС(6)]

Figure 8-2 GetBulkRequest Command
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The GetBulkRequest PDU has two fields not found in the other PDUs: non-repeaters 

and wax-repetitions. The non-repeaters field specifies the number of variables in the 

variable-bindings list for which a single lexicographic successor is to be returned. The 
max-repetitions field specifies the number of lexicographic successor to be returned for 
the remaining variables in the variable-bindings list.

The GetBulkRequest operation removes one of the major limitations of SNMP, which is 
its inability to retrieve large blocks of data efficiently.

8.3.4 SetRequest PD U

The SNMPv2 SetRequest PDU is identical to the SNMP SetRequest PDU, in format and 

semantics. The only difference is in the way that responses are handled. Sets are 

executed in a two-phase operation. First, each variable is validated. If any update would 

fail, then the entire operation fails. If the first phase succeeds, then actual updates are 
performed in the second phase.

8.3.5 SNMPv2- Trap-PD U

The SNMPv2-Trap-PDU is generated and transmitted by an SNMPv2 entity acting in an 

agent role when an unusual event occurs. This PDU fulfills the same role as the SNMP 
Trap PDU, but with a different format. The SNMPv2-Trap-PDG uses the same format 

as all other SNMPv2 PDUs except GetBulkRequest, thus easing the processing task at 
the receiver. The idea is simple:

> Get rid of the special fields and move all information that you need into the 
variable-bindings list.

8.3.6 InformRequest-PD U

The InformRequest-PDU enables a manager to send some information to another 

manager. The PDU includes a variable-bindings field with the same elements as for the 

SNMPv2-Trap PDU. Both PDUs are also sent spontaneously and they do not response 
to a poll. However, there are also some significant differences /17/:
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> A manager sending an InformRequest wants to get a confirmation that it was 

received. The confirmation is a response message containing an identical variable- 
bindings list.

> Managers have intelligence and can generate an InformRequest to report a complex 
event (traps are triggered by very simple events).

Manager Agent Manager Agent Manager Agent

Manager Agent Manager Manager Manager Agent

Figure 8-3 SNMPv2 PDU Sequences

8.4 SNMPvZ: MIB

The SNMPv2 MIB defines objects that describe the behavior of an SNMPv2 entity. 
This MIB consists of three groups /17/:

> System group: an expansion of the original MIB-II system group to include a 

collection of objects allowing an SNMPv2 entity acting in an agent role to describe 

its dynamically configurable object resources.
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> SNMP group: a refinement to the original MIB-II sump group.

> MIB object group: a collection of objects that deal with SNMPv2-Trap PDUs.

8.4.1 System Group

The system group defined in the SNMPv2 MIB is actually the same group defined in 

MIB-II, with the addition of some new objects. These new objects relate to system 
resources and are used by an SNMPv2 entity acting in an agent role to describe those 

object resources that it controls and that are subject to dynamic configuration by a 

manager. The group includes one table: an object-resource table, which is a read-only 

table consisting of one entry for each object resource that can be dynamically 
configured.

8.4.2 SNMP Group

This is the same group defined in MIB-II but with the addition of some new objects and 

the deletion of some of the original objects. The SNMP group contains some basic 

traffic information relating to the operation of SNMPv2, for example total number of 

packets received by SNMPv2 entity from transport service or total number of SNMP 
messages delivered to the SNMP entity for an unsupported SNMP version.

8.4.3 MIB Object Group

This group is a collection of objects that deal with SNMPv2-Trap PDUs and that allow 

several cooperating SNMPv2 entities, all acting in a manager role, to coordinate their 
use of the SNMPv2 set operation.
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9. Description of a Network Monitoring Process

Chapters 2-8 contain all the theory that is needed for understanding a network 
monitoring process. In the next chapters we concentrate in clarifying the network 
monitoring process at L M Ericsson Finland. This chapter includes:

> An overview of process management

> Description of the network monitoring process, case L M Ericsson Finland

9.1 Process Management and Process View

The process view is a systematic management approach to describe, measure, control 

and continuously improve cross-functional flows in an organization. It is called process 

management and it can be defined as follows: Process Management is a way to manage 

continuous improvements of LMF business operations across organizational and 
functional borders, while keeping focus on the customer.

Customer (people)

Way of working 
(Supply flow)

Operation/Product

Figure 9-1 Three Different Dimensions of Process Management

It is important to recognize that process management is a complement to the 

management of function oriented line units and task oriented projects. It is the same 

people and the same operation just looked upon from a different angle (figure 9.1).
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Therefore process management must become an integrated part of LMF daily work and 
not a special project carried out during a limited time period 111.

The most important benefits to be gained from the process view are:

> Focus on the customer at all levels and functions of the organization
> Focus on teamwork - especially on cross-functional teamwork

> Awareness of how the functions in the organization interact

The process view can be summarized as follows:

> It defines and continuously improves the process
> It defines measurements

> It monitors process performance

> It initiates and evaluates improvements

> And it focuses on interfaces and cross-functional activities

Total Quality Management (TQM) is the management principle of Ericsson. TQM is 

about meeting customers’ requirements, through the quality and competence of all the 

people in the organization. TQM is also a process model which is used to define the 
network monitoring process view and its flows.

9.2 Network Monitoring Process, case L M Ericsson Finland

Figure 9-2 shows the process view of the network monitoring process. The purpose of 

this process view is to present all different processes and supply flows that help us to 

understand what kind of things are included in network monitoring. As we can see in 

the figure, the process view includes two customer supply flows: Network monitoring 

process and network reporting process. Both of these processes include also three sub

processes that we discuss later. Network monitoring process view includes also one 

management process and two support processes, namely competence and knowledge.
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Management Process
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Customer
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Flows Я

Customer
Needs

i

Support Processes

Figure 9-2 TQM-Model for Network Monitoring Process (case L M Ericsson Finland)

All processes of the TQM-model start from the customer’s needs that must be satisfied. 

For example, if the network connection is too slow and the customer cannot work 
properly, it is important that the problem is solved as soon as possible.

First of the network monitoring sub-processes is Hardware and Software process, which 

includes all network components (routers, switches, servers) and their software. This 

process comprises embedded performance of the network components. This sub-process 
also includes a network management station and its software.

The second sub-process, Implementation, includes the whole network configuration; for 

example, how the components are connected together, how many segments and sub

networks the whole network configuration includes and so on. Implementation sub

process comprises also alarm thresholds and all the monitored information from 

different network components, which are useful, for example, if we want to control and 
watch bandwidth usage.

Operation sub-process includes all network maintenance and many different operations, 
which must be executed if an error occurs.
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On the other hand, network reporting process flow includes also the first Hardware and 
Software sub-operation. This is exactly the same sub-process as in the case of the 

network monitoring process flow, but sometimes this sub-process includes also a 
network report station and its software.

The next one, Creation sub-process collects and stores monitored information. Its main 

purpose is to create different databases and logs, which are needed when the customer 

wants reports. The last one, Services sub-process produces reports and analyses them 
for the customers’ needs.

The network monitoring process view includes also the network management process, 

which comprises strategic and tactical planning and controlling processes, and support 
processes, i.e. competence and knowledge including things like human talent, 

knowledge-base and training. In the end of this process view are results and the most 
important thing - customer satisfaction.

9.2.1 Monitoring Process Flow Example

In this section we take a look at an example which helps us to understand different sub
processes and their meaning in the network monitoring process.

As we can see in Figure 9-3, a user (customer) notices that the network is not working 

properly. Mail and other services that depend on the network are really slow and this 

slows down the user’s working tempo. At the same time at the same network segment 

there occurs an alarm which informs the network support team that a network usage at 

this segment is over a threshold which is in this case 30%. Now a network manager can 

reroute the traffic and this slows down the network usage at this segment. The user 

informs his network problem to a management level and the network manager also 

informs his rerouting to this level. The problem has been solved and the user’s 
satisfaction has been reached.
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User

Management

User Satisfaction
----------------►

Support Team ZN

Figure 9-3 Example of Network Monitoring Process

9.2.2 Network Reporting Process Example

This section shows one example of network reporting process. Process flows of this 
example are shown in Figure 9-4.

Once again the whole process starts from a user’s needs, which is, in this case, a weekly 

traffic report from the ATM connection between Jorvas and Lauttasaari. The user shows 

his needs to a management plane. After that a problem goes to a support team level, 

which starts to collect and store traffic from that ATM connection. At the same time a 

fully automated report center makes these reports from all collected and stored data. The 

support team produces these weekly reports, which are made available to the 

management level. Again user satisfaction is reached.
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User
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Management

Figure 9-4 Example of Network Reporting Process
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10 Development of a Network Monitoring Process

This chapter provides an overview of the network and its structure at L M Ericsson in 

Finland. The overview consists of descriptions of L M Ericsson’s WAN and LAN, 

network components and cabling methods. Following this overview, the chapter 

concentrates on the network management and monitor system before any improvements 

were done, including basic information about HP Openview Network Node Manager 

software and its use in network management. After that the chapter deals with different 

methods of developing a network monitoring process at L M Ericsson. In this thesis I 

have concentrated in a few of the most important network components and their 
monitoring. The end of the chapter describes an implementation of a new monitoring 

system, including new network management software, all the monitored components 
and their alarm thresholds and so on. Finally I conclude with a before and after 
comparison.

10.1 An Overview of WAN and LAN at L M Ericsson in Finland

Stockholm

JORVAS

64 kbit/s
- 512 kbit/s
- 2 Mbit/s (Voice & Data) 
1 34 Mbit/s ATM ubr

Turku
Viikinkikaapeli Vaasa

Figure 10-1 Wide Area Network at L M Ericsson Finland

L M Ericsson’s wide area network (WAN) consists of connections between six different 

places. The center of this WAN is the head-office of L M Ericsson Finland in Jorvas. 

The fastest connection of this WAN is between Jorvas and Lauttasaari that is a 34
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Mbit/s ATM-connection. Other connections go from Jorvas to Stockholm, Turku, 

Viikinkikaapeli (Espoo) and Vaasa. Figure 10-1 shows all WAN connections and their 
bandwidths.

LMF Ericsson’s Local Area Network is quite large and it is continuously growing. 

There are 23 PC servers, 29 Unix servers, 850 PC clients, 600 Unix clients and a great 

amount of network components, connected to the LAN. LAN is a combination of 
different techniques, such as lOBaseT Ethernet, FDDI and ATM LAN emulation. The 
FDDI ring, which is the heart of the LAN, is presented in Figure 10-2.

Figure 10-2 FDDI-ring and Its Network Components.

Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) is a LAN standard, defined by ANSI X3T9.5, 

specifying a 100-Mbp/s token-passing network using fiber-optic cable, with 

transmission distances of up to 2 km. FDDI uses a dual-ring architecture to provide 

redundancy. As we can see in Figure 10-2, the FDDI ring connects one Cisco 7507 

router, two Cisco 5000 Catalyst switches and two 3Com Lanplex 2500 switches 

together. These are very important and critical components. The Cisco 7507 router is
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the main router and all WAN traffic goes through it. It handles all WAN connections 

and also connections from the outer world. Cisco 5000 Catalyst and 3Com Lanplex 

switches take care of the traffic between different offices in Jorvas. One Catalyst 

switches the traffic of the old office and other Catalyst handles the traffic of the new 

office. 3Com Lanplex switches the traffic of the factory building. Figure 10-2 also 

shows that LAN consists of only a few traditional HUBs. On the other hand, switches 

are numerous when talking about switched Ethernet. This makes it possible to route 

traffic at a MAC-level, which is a great benefit compared to the shared Ethernet, when 

HUBs are used. Switched Ethernet also improves network management and monitoring.

Figure 10-3 illustrates a LAN structure of the old office:

6. floor

5. floor

4. floor

3. floor

2. floor

1. floor

3Com Linkbuilder ECS 10

2*3Com Super Stack 1000 + 
3 * 3Com FMSII

3Com Super Stack 1000 + 
3 « 3Com FMSII

3Com Super Stack 1000 + 
3Com Linkbuilder MSH

3Com Super Stack 1000 + 
6 X 3Com OfflceConnect

3Com Super Stack 1000 + 
3Com Linkbuilder ECS10

3. floor

-12 100 BaseFx 
-1 FDDI DAS 
-24 10 BaseT

Figure 10-3 LAN Structure of the Old Office

As we can see in Figure 10-3, Cisco Catalyst contains one FDDI-port, 12 100Mbit/s 

Ethernet ports and 24 10Mbit/s Ethernet ports. Every floor in the old office (except the 

6.floor) has been implemented with 3Com Super Stack 1000 switches, which are 

connected to the Catalyst 5000 in the 100Mbit/s Ethernet. Every Super Stack 1000
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switch connects 3Com HUBs and the users are connected to these HUBs. So every user 

has a shared 10Mbit/s bandwidth that is switched to a 100Mbit/s backbone and these 

backbones are connected to the lOOMbit/s FDDI-ring.

In the factory building the LAN structure is slightly different than in the old office. 

There are no backbones at all. 3Com Lanplex 2500 switches are connected straight to 

the FDDI-ring. But also here the users have a shared 10Mbit/s bandwidth. 3Com’s 

HUBs (MSH, ECS 10 and OfficeConnect) share the 10Mbit/s ethernet and these HUBs 

are connected to Lanplex 2500 switches. As we can see in Figures 10-3 and 10-4, the 
FDDI-ring goes both in the Old Office and in the Factory building. Figure 10-4 
illustrates the LAN structure of the factory building:

3Com ECS 10

3Com linkbuilder 
FDDI- consentrator

3Com MSH

3Com Lanplex 2500>®™w5|E¡2”

• ^ ** 3Com Lanplex 2500

3Com Calactica switch

3Com Super Satck 1000 + 
4X 3Com OfficeConnect

Cisco Catalyst 5000 
-12100 Basel 
-1 FDDI DAS 
-24 10 Basel 
-Dual AIM

3Com MSH

Figure 10-4 LAN Structure of the Factory Building

LAN structure of the new office is quite impressive. It is the newest technology and the 

network performance has increased enormously. Network technology is the ATM 

Forum LAN Emulation which provides the ability to run network applications over
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ATM and maintain the legacy LANs’ well established environment. The LAN structure 

contains 13 3Com Cellplex 7000 ATM switches and 24 3Com Super Stack 1000 

switches. In each cabinet on each floor there is a Cellplex 7000 switch, along with two 

or more Super Stack 1000 switches. Thus every user has a private 10Mbit/s bandwidth 

to fill and for those not satisfied with 10Mbit/s, a 100Mbit/s or even a 155Mbit/s 

connection can be offered. This LAN emulation network structure is illustrated in 

Figure 10-5. As we can see there are two 3Com Cellplex 7000HD switches. One of the 

Cellplex 7000HD switches has been connected to the Cisco Catalyst 5000 switch which 
is used to integrate the legacy FDDI-network to the ATM-network, and the other 

Cellplex 7000HD connects all other 11 Cellplex 7000 switches. The users are connected 

to those Super Stack 1000 switches with their own 10Mbit/s bandwidths. 100Mbit/s 

ethemet backbones are used to connect all Super Stack 1000 switches to the Cellplex 

7000 switches. Figure 10-5 shows that there are also redundant links between Cellplex 
7000 switches, which are used for load sharing.

100 MB Ethernet

! stmxmmm ¡

У

11x2 SuperstockIIswitches 
(24-port)

11* 3Com Cellplex 7000
3«155 Mbit/s

1 155 Mbit/s ATM Fiber.

155 Mbit/s ATM CATS 
(resilient links) 2 * 3Com Cellplex 7000HD

Catalyst 5000

Figure 10-5 LAN Structure of the New Office

L M Ericsson’s LAN structure is developing all the time. The main orientation is that 

switches replace HUBs and all the users have their own 10 Mbit/s bandwidth. Switched
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Ethernet is also an important factor in developing a network monitoring process because 

it gives the possibility to monitor more efficiently than the shared Ethernet. The 

switched Ethernet makes it possible to better monitor traffic flows, errors and so on in 
the required network components or servers because switching handles MAC-level 
routing.

10.2 Network Monitoring Process Before Development

Network monitoring and management was very poor in L M Ericsson’s LAN before the 

development of this process. Causes for this poor monitoring and management were 

many. We can take first a look at different network components and their configuration. 

All LAN routers had been configured quite well, because the routers are the most 
important components of the whole LAN. An exception to these good configurations 

was the network management part in every router. Trap destination, which is the 

address of a network management station, was configured correctly, but traps that the 
router can transmit to the network management station had not been configured at all. 

So every router had a trap-destination address but no traps to transmit if something went 

wrong. The other big fault in these configurations was the community-string 

specification. All routers had the standard community-strings, which were public in a 

get-community specification and private in a set-community specification. This kind of 

configuration made different SNMP-queries possible, if you had the right tools. For 

example, anyone could download some SNMP-software demo in the Internet, install it 
in his own computer and make SNMP-queries of the network components because they 

use standard community-string specifications. This is, of course, dangerous because 

everyone, who has some kind of knowledge about SNMP-management, could get and 
set the different values of the network components.

In the other network components (HUBs and switches) and their configurations I found 

the same mistakes. The switches and HUBs had the correct trap-destination address, but 

traps had not been configured. Switches and HUBs had also the standard community- 
strings just like the routers had. These components had one extra fault, which was 

missing in the routers. All passwords were default values. This was a huge security fault 

which made it possible to log in to some network component which opened the way to
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configure this component and its network management values just like all other values, 
too.

As we can notice, network management configuration had default settings in the 

network components. And due to these default settings the first thing was to change 

these default values. Development of the network monitoring process started in this 
way.

10.2.1 HP Openview Network Node Manager

The main tool for monitoring and managing the LAN is the HP Openview network node 

management software, which is an industry-standard management solution platform. It 

provides easy-to-use fault configuration and performance management for multivendor 

TCP/IP networks. This platform uses the SNMP protocol for managing and monitoring 

network and system devices. The HP Openview network node manager allows the 
manager to do, for example, the following /22/:

> Automatically discover the network environment and allow the manager to monitor 
its status.

> Automatically draw IP topology maps based on discovered information.

> Manage any vendor device that supports the Simple Network Management Protocol 

(SNMP). It manages both standard and enterprise-specific Management Information 
Base (MIB) objects.

> Collect historical MIB information about MIB objects, store MIB data for trend 

analysis, and graph collected data.

> Define event thresholds for MIB objects; for example, an event can be generated 
when the disk usage on a particular device exceeds a limit.

Before any development of the network monitoring process, the network node manager 

was running, but with a very limited usage. Automated discovery had been implemented 

and the node manger saw all the network devices and their statuses in the LAN, but that 

was all. The node manager was not collecting any MIB information and thresholds had 

not been defined. The only purpose of the node manager was to monitor status of the
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network devices. There were then plenty of things to be developed and improved in the 
network monitoring process.

О□
Figure 10-6 HP Openview Network Node Manager Processes and Databases

10.2.2 3Com Transcend Enterprise Manager

As you can see in Figures 10-2, 10-3, 10-4 and 10-5, the main part of network devices 

are 3Com products. All switches and HUBs of our LAN are 3Com products and that is 
why it is reasonable to use some 3Com network management and monitoring product, 

too. This product is 3Com Transcend Enterprise Manager, which is designed to run “on 
top of’ a network management platform (in this case, HP Openview).

The 3Com network management platform is based on a three-layer architecture called 
Transcend, which is presented in Figure 10-7 /19/.
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Figure 10-7 Transcend Network Management Architecture

Layer 1 consists of 3Com smart agents that receive and respond to network 

management instructions. For example, HUBs have agents that reside on the HUB 

management module and switches have agents integrated into their device software.

Layer 2 is a network management platform, which allows managers to perform network 

and device management tasks and to build a map of the network (HP Openview). The 

network manager can use the network map to locate 3Com devices and to launch 

Transcend Enterprise Manager applications to manage those devices.

Layer 3 consists of Transcend Enterprise Manager Applications, which are designed to 

perform specific functions for various 3Com devices /19/. Examples of these 
applications are:

> Device Management: This enables the manager to display the operating status of a 

selected device, configure it, and obtain and display statistics.

> Monitoring and Analysis Tool: This provides full RMON support. A graphic user 

interface displays typical packet sizes and how much traffic is made up of small
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versus large packets, displays the percentage of broadcast packets, errors, collisions 
and provides a histogram of the activity of the top 10 hosts on network ranked by 
either packet rate or error rate.

> Alarm Management: This allows the manager to create and configure alarms for 
devices supporting the 3Com SmartAgent and RMON MIBS.

> ATM and VLAN Management: This tool provides features for configuring virtual 

and emulated LANs, managing ELAN and VLAN structures, viewing network 
statistics and structures, and viewing all ATM devices down to the port level.

Before the development of a network monitoring process of our LAN began, Transcend 

Manager was running and device management tools and monitoring and analysis tools 

were used. Our intention is to use the alarm management tool after the development of a 
network monitoring process.

10.2.3 CiscoWorks

All routers in our LAN are Cisco products. So it is clear that we have also CiscoWorks 

network management and monitoring software to manage our Cisco devices (routers 

and a few switches). CiscoWorks is integrated with our network management platform 

software (HP OpenView) as a suite of CiscoWorks applications. This software uses the 
Simple Network Management Protocol to monitor and control any SNMP device on the 

LAN. The following are some of the applications included in Ciscoworks /3/:

> CiscoView: provides dynamic status, statistics, and comprehensive configuration 

information for Cisco’s switches and routers. CiscoView graphically displays a 
physical view of Cisco devices.

> Device Management: creates and maintains a database that holds a complete 
inventory of the network like hardware and software.

> Health Monitor: allows the network manager to view information about the status of 

a device, including buffers, CPU load, memory available, and protocols.

> Offline Network Analysis: collects historical network data for offline analysis of 
performance trends and traffic patterns.

> Security Manager: Sets up authority-checking procedures to protect selected 
CiscoWorks applications.
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CiscoView was the only application that was in use before any development of the 

network monitoring process took place. Other applications are going to be used in some 
scale after the development of this process.

10.3 Development Work

The development of the network monitoring process started with defining all active 

network devices that needed to be monitored and managed. At the beginning of this 

development process we made it clear that we wanted to monitor only our routers and 

switches. The older monitoring devices (for example HUBs) were not so relevant 

because they would be removed from our LAN. On the other hand it was important to 

change all community strings for all our network devices, also for older ones, because it 
was the only way to keep our monitoring simple. For example, if we were to use 

different community strings in different network devices, it would bring up more 

complexity for our network management station configuration. It was also very difficult 

to remember that some devices use this community string and other devices use some 

other community string. Consequently, the first thing was to map out all our network 

devices, check their trap destination (the IP address of the network management 

station), change their community strings and enable their traps if possible. At the same 

time it was also very useful to change passwords for the network devices because of 
security reasons.

10.3.1 Monitored Devices

In our LAN we have three different types of Cisco routers, a 7507 series router, 4000 

series routers and 2500 series routers. All of these have been chosen to be monitored.

Cisco 7507 supports multiprotocol, multimedia routing and bridging with a wide variety 

of protocols and any combination of Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM), Ethernet, 

Fast Ethernet, Token Ring, FDDI, serial, High-Speed Serial Interface (HSSI) and 

multichannel media. Cisco 7507 supports SNMPvl protocol and RMON1 groups 3 

(alarms) and 9 (events). MIB support includes two enterprise MIBs (Cisco-MIB and 
Novell-MIB) and the standard MIB (MIB-II) 111.
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The Cisco 4000 routers support up to three network processor modules at a time, 

including Ethernet, Fast Ethernet, Token Ring, serial, single-mode and multimode 

FDDI, ISDN, and ATM modules. The Cisco 4000 series support the SNMPvl protocol, 
alarm and events groups of RMON1 standard and also MIBs, such as Cisco-MIB, 
Novell-MIB and MIB-II 111.

The Cisco 2500 series offer an Ethernet LAN connection and three WAN modules 

where one is the ISDN module and two are synchronous serial modules. The network 

management support consists of supports for SNMPvl protocol, all the nine groups of 
RMON1 standard and MIBs, such as Cisco-MIB, Novell-MIB and MIB-II.

OLD:
snmp-server 
snmp-server 
snmp-server 
snmp-server

community public RO
location Turku,Datacity 5 krs. laitehuone 
contact Petri Talala phone :(90)299 2797 
host 191.120.2.45 public

NEW:
snmp-server 
snmp-server 
snmp-server 
snmp-server 
snmp-server 
snmp-server 
snmp-server 
snmp-server

community puplikki RO
location Turku,Datacity 5 krs. laitehuone
contact Petri Talala phone :(90)299 2797
enable traps isdn
enable traps config
enable traps bgp
enable traps frame-relay
host 191.120.2.45 puplikki

Figure 10-8 Old and New Parts of a Configuration File of a Router that Define a
Network Management Part of the Device.

Figure 10-8 presents a part of a configuration file of the 2500 series router, consisting of 

information about network management. All of our monitored Cisco routers include 

almost the same kind of part of the configuration file. This part of the configuration file 

defines the network management information of this device. As we can see in figure 10- 

8, the first lines define read-only community string (puplikki), a location of the device 

and also contact information. The following lines define traps that are enabled, and the 

last line defines an IP address of a network management station and its community
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string. Notice that the community string and the IP address of the network management 
station have been changed because of security reasons.

In the Cisco routers the configuration file is a way to define the routers network 
management and monitoring behavior. If we compare a part of the configuration file 

before the development process with the same part of the configuration file after the 
development process, we can see that a default community string has changed and traps 

have been enabled. These are the main improvements and the first step towards the 
development of the network monitoring process at L M Ericsson.

Switches are the second group of network devices, which we wanted to monitor and 

manage after the development process. Monitored switch types are Cisco Catalyst 5000, 

3Com Cellplex 7000, 3Com Linkswitch 1000 and 3Com Lanplex 2500.

The Cisco Catalyst 5000 series switch provides high-density switched Ethernet and Fast 
Ethernet for both wiring closet and data-center applications. The switch includes a 

single, integrated 1.2 gigabit/second switching backplane that supports switched 10 

megabit/second backbone connections to Fast Ethernet, ATM and FDDI. The Catalyst 

5000 switch provides switched connections to individual workstations, servers, LAN 

segments and backbones. It accommodates up to 96 switched Ethernet interfaces or 192 

shared Ethernet interfaces. The switch offers full SNMPvl and RM ONI support, 

including all the nine groups of RMON1. MIB support covers the following MIBs: 
MIB-II, Cisco-MIB, FDDI-MIB, Bridge-MIB, and ILMI-MIB /2/.

The 3Com Cellplex 7000 switch has all the features and flexibility necessary to handle a 

range of needs on both the backbone and network boundary. The Cellplex 7000 product 

switches up to 2.5 gigabit/second of cell traffic and supports up to sixteen 155 

megabit/second ATM ports per chassis. In addition to ATM, the Cellplex 7000 family 

switches offer high-density Ethernet and Fast Ethernet interfaces, furnishing flexibility 
and seamless LAN integration on a single ATM switch platform. The Cellplex 7000 

switch supports SNMPvl protocol and system, ATM Layer, VC Status, Private Chassis 
and ELAN MIBs /4/.
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The Linkswitch 1000 SuperStack Desktop II switch provides an affordable way to 

directly connect users to dedicated switched Ethernet ports from PC’s or End Stations. 

The SuperStack II Desktop switch offers 24 10 megabit/second switched Ethernet 

connections for individual users plus a 100 megabit/second Fast Ethernet port 

dramatically improving desktop-to-server performance. An optional Fast Ethernet or 

ATM module can also be added. The Linkswitch 1000 supports the SNMPvl protocol 

standard and all RMON1 groups, except groups 7 (Filter group) and 8 (Packet Capture 
group). Supported MIBs are: MIB-П, Bridge-MIB, Repeater-MIB, VLAN-MIB, and 
RMON-MIB /18/.

The Lanplex 2500 switch combines Ethernet switching, FDDI switching, and Ethernet- 

to-FDDI transparent bridging as well as intranetwork routing in a single box. The 

Lanplex 2500 switch offers 2 FDDI modules and 16 10 megabit/second switched 

Ethernet connections. It supports the SNMPvl standard and the following MIBs are 

supported: MIB-II, Bridge-MIB, FDDI-MIB, Ethemet-MIB, Lanplex Optional FDDI- 
MIB /10/.

1 3Com Switch Trap Setup j
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IP or IPX Address: Community String: Throttle:
(milli-secs)

[191.120.2.45 ] [puplikki ] [100 ]
[ ] [public ] [100 ]
[ ] [public ] [100 ]
[ ] [public ] [100 ]
[ ] [public ] [100 1
[ ] [public ] [100 ]
[ ] [public ] [100 ]
[ ] [public ] [100 ]

OK CANCEL

Figure 10-9 3Com Switch Trap Setup Using Telnet Connection.
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10.3.2 HP Open View Network Node Manager for Windows NT

Before the development work started, we had Open View revision 4.1 for UNIX in use. 

After the new revision 5.0 was available, it was obvious that Open View had to be 
updated to this new revision. The new revision 5.0 was also available for Windows NT 

and we thought that for us it would be better to take in use the new NT version. It was 

obvious that we decided to take in use Open View NNM for NT, because Network Node 

Manager for NT was a fully functional management station compared to NNM for 

Unix. Our network team’s competence also pointed out better in the NT world than in 

the Unix world. Hewlett Packard’s strategy to concentrate more in NNM for NT than in 
NNM for Unix in the future was another/8/.

Although Openview NNM for NT discovers automatically all network resources, I have 

used manual discovery to map out our network devices. This gives us the possibility to 

determine only those network devices that we want to manage and monitor. All our 

routers and switches have been mapped out and discovered for the OpenView. In the 
future, when I will develop further our monitoring process, the purpose is also to map 

out a few of our servers, for example the www-server.

At this moment it is very important to notice that, if a community string is different 

between the management station (our OpenView machine) and the monitored device, it 

is impossible to map out the whole device. Management and monitoring use SNMP- 

queries to handle network devices and if the community strings are different, SNMP- 

queries fail. This can be a problem, if a network manager wants to monitor a device, 

which use default community strings, and he cannot change these strings. For example 

we have in use 3Com 7600 Fast Ethernet Interfaces cards in Cellplex 7000 switches. 

The 7600 cards provide up to 16 Fast Ethernet fiber optic ports and they have their own 

network management definitions III. If the manager defines community strings that 

have been used for the Cellplex 7000 switches, the 7600 cards inside the switch use 

different community strings. This means that the network manager can manage and 
monitor the Cellplex 7000 switch but not the cards inside the switch. A solution to this 

problem is that the network manager configures specific nodes with OpenView. The 

specific nodes are the network devices that use different community strings. So we have 

configured all 7600 Fast Ethernet cards to the specific nodes for the OpenView and now
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we can manage and monitor both Cellplex 7000 switches and its 7600 Fast Ethernet 
cards.

Every managed and monitored device needs some management information bases. 

These bases (MIBs) store different kinds of network information about the device and 

the network management station can query this information if needed. Network 

information can be, for example, incoming and outgoing frames, packets, errors, and 

collisions. After the monitored network devices have been defined for the Openview, 

the next step is to find the wanted MIBs in every network device. Usually all devices 

support the MIB-II standard and they have their own MIBs that are enterprise specific. 

For example both 3Com and Cisco have defined their own MIBs for their devices. 
Nowadays enterprise specific MIBs can be loaded easily from the WEB. Openview 

NNM for NT includes MIB-II and a few other standard MIBs (Bridge-MIB, Repeater- 

MIB, Ethernet-MIB and so on). When I want specific information about a device, I have 

to load first the MIB of this device from the WEB and then I have to load this MIB to 
the Openview management station.

When I had cleared up all supported and needed MIBs for our network devices, I 

searched and loaded these MIBs for the Openview NNM for NT. After that I selected a 

few network nodes (devices) and viewed some real-time MIB values for the selected 
nodes. When the selected nodes were responding to our queries, it was tested that MIBs 

loading and querying for the management station was working correctly. Figure 10-10 

illustrates a situation where Openview MIB Browser is used to query incoming octets of 

five different interfaces of a router. MIB Browser shows the name of the network device 

(testrouter), the full MIB object id (...MIB-II...), the desired MIB object (iflnOctets) 
and the real-time MIB values.

When all the necessary MIBs had been loaded and tested, I wanted also to test traps and 

get an answer to the question: Could Openview management station receive any traps? I 

chose one test device and configured it otherwise than usually. For example, an 

incorrect community string or subnet mask was due to send a trap to the management 

station. Trap configuration had been made right and Openview station received traps.
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I testrouter

iso.org.dod internet .mgmt.mib-2.interfaces ifTable.ifEntry

ifSpeed
ifPhysAddress
ifAdminStatus
ilOperStatus
ifLastChange

Describe

iflnUcastPkts
iflnNUcastPkts
iflnDiscards
iflnErrors
iflnUnknownProtos
ifOutOclets
iff)i itllrnsipHs

¡1 :570043772 
2:3700504941 
3:2985731445 
4:0
5:945152715

Browse MIO WHO

ИМ—1

Figure 10-10 Openview MIB Browser Application, which Queries Incoming Octets 
from Five Different Interfaces of a Testrouter.

Next step was to define thresholds for monitored MIB values. This step allowed 

network manager to define MIB thresholds for collected data and to generate events 

when the specified thresholds are exceeded. The network manager could define 

thresholds when he or she wants to be notified of traffic patterns that are beyond normal 

expectations /9/. In our case it was decided that we have to pay attention mainly to 
different error thresholds. I collected MIB values on several devices, because it was 

necessary to know what is normal and what is out of range, before I could decide which 

thresholds to set. In few weeks I knew very well, for example, how many errors or 
collisions are normal on this device.
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Nowadays alarm thresholds are defined and when a threshold is exceeded, the specified 
event is generated, which means that the trap is sent to the management station. Now I 

have set thresholds in all our critical network components and if, for example, CRC- 

errors occur more than is usual, a trap is sent to the management station and the alarm 
will occur.

10.3.3 Forwarding the Most Critical Traps and Alarms to the GSM-Phone

\ Alarm occurs and network management station receives a trap

\
\ Trap is logged in to a trapd,log-file 

Tail-process reads fhelast line of the trapd log-file

,.••• Blat-process sends email (output of the Tail-process)
1 to a network manager

Email-program forwards the email to a GSM-phone 
4, (SMS-message)

Figure 10-11 Operations to Forward Trap from a Network Device to a GSM-Phone

The most interesting and one of the main development tasks of the monitoring process 

was to forward the most critical traps and alarms to a GSM-phone. It is meant to be 
done in the following way: when Openview management station receives a trap or an 

alarm, the network manager can read it from a log-file, which includes all traps 

(trapd.log). So if I can build a process that starts when a trap or alarm occurs, reads the
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last line of the log-file where the trap or alarm is logged and forwards this last line of 

the log-file to an email box, the problem is almost solved. When I have received the trap 

or alarm to our email box, it is quite easy to forward this trap with SMS-message to the 
GSM-phone.

In Figure 10-11 we can see all operations that must be executed when we want to 

forward our alarms and traps from a network device to a manager’s GSM-phone. First, 
Openview NNM for NT receives a trap, when an alarm occurs. The trap is an event and 

all events are written straight in to a file (trapd.log-file). In Openview I have defined so- 

called additional action for the critical events. This additional action starts when critical 

event occurs. The additional action is a script, which consists of two different processes. 

The first process is Tail, which is a converted Unix-command for NT and it is defined to 

read the last line in the log-file and print a standard input to the other process. The other 

process is Blat-process, which is a shareware email program. This program starts in the 

command prompt and it can send input of the first process (Tail) to a defined email 

address. The defined email address is, of course, network manager’s email address. 

Now all critical events are forwarded to a network manager’s email-program. The email 

program of the network manager is HP Openmail, which can forward all received 

emails to a defined destination. Finnish telecommunication operators offer applications 

that can forward emails to a user’s GSM-phone, if the user’s GSM-phone supports 

SMS-message-service. In the end Openmail program forwards event-emails to the 

operator’s SMS-message-center and the telecommunication operator forwards received 

events to the network manager’s GSM-phone. The best thing in this is that it seems to 
be working well.

Forwarding the most critical events straight to the network manager’s GSM-phone is an 

important improvement and development of our network monitoring process. It shortens 

significantly the reaction time to situations that are critical and that occur, for example, 

at night. One big disadvantage can be found in this system and the next example tries to 
explain it. If something very critical happens on the network (for example, power failure 

on the network, FDDI-ring critical status), it is possible that Openmail-server cannot 

send any message to anyone. This means that the event cannot be forwarded and the 

network manager does not get any alarms to his GSM-phone. Because of this 

disadvantage the forwarding system is temporary at the moment. A new and more
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secure implementation has been planned and our intention is to take it into use in the 

end of this year. This new system uses analogous modem, which connects directly to the 

operator’s SMS-message-center if a critical event occurs. This new implementation 
makes us independent of our email server and eliminates the problem.

10.3.4 3Com Transcend Management Tool in Use

Although we have in use HP Open view network node manager for Windows NT, our 

3Com Transcend management tool is only available for Unix, so temporarily we had to 

use both Windows NT and Unix workstations to monitor our network. New Transcend 
software revision will be published later in this year and this revision will also be 

available for NT. It is obvious that we will upgrade our Transcend Manager application 

as soon as possible to the NT version, so we can use both HP Openview and 3Com 

Transcend Manager applications in a same network management station. At the moment 
our Transcend Manager is running on one of our HP Unix workstations. All events 

(traps and alarms) which occur when Transcend Manager is in use are forwarded 

directly to an event browser of HP Openview. HP Openview can handle these events in 

the same way such as its own events. Co-operation of these two applications works well 
and this increases efficiency significantly in our monitoring process.

Before any development work our Transcend Manager was in a very limited use. 

Practically this means that only a device view tool, which displayed the operating status 

of selected device, was in use. After the development of a monitoring process we had in 

use a device view tool, Lansentry monitoring tool and an alarm management tool.

The device view management tool provides the network manager with a graphical 

management tool for 3Com HUBs and switches. The tool shows the front panel of a 

selected device, so the network manager can see, for example, what kind of interface 

cards (FDDI, ethemet and so on) are included on this device, how many ethemet ports 

have been reserved or how many ports are free on this device. The network manager can 

monitor the status of the device or the status of the selected ports. He can also control 

the selected device, for example, disable or enable a selected port. The device view 
management tool contains all basic operations that a network manager needs and it is 
easy to use.
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After the development of the monitoring process, the Lansentry monitoring tool has 

been in use more often than before the development. The main reason for that is the 

development work, which has made us to use this software more efficiently than before.

The Lansentry Manager tool consists of an integrated set of applications that the 

network manager can use to display and explore real-time and historical data captured 

by RMON-compliant devices on the network. Lansentry can monitor the current 

performance of network segments, see trends over time (short-time trends, long-time 

trends) and spot signs of current problems (such as irregular packet size, errors and 

collisions). Lansentry Manager tool supports all nine groups of RMON-1. It can show, 

for example, segment statistics and history, detailed information about the hosts on a 
segment, alarms when they happen or a matrix table which determines hosts that talk to 
each other on the network and how much traffic is flowing between them /20/.

Figure 10-12 shows the display of the Lansentry Management tool when the selected 

device is one of our 3Com LinkswitchlOOO switches. This LinkswitchlOOO switch 

supports all nine groups of RMON-1 standard and that is why we can get all possible 
information that is available on this application.

As we can see in Figure 10-12, Lansentry shows four different windows. The first is a 
packet rates window, which shows the amount of broadcast packets, errors and 

collisions that have been detected on a segment of our LAN. The second is a network 

statistics window, which displays graphically packets, errors, collisions, and network 
utilization on the segment. The network manager can compare spikes in traffic with 

spikes in errors and collisions for a rapid assessment of the health of the network. The 

third window is a top 10 hosts by packet rate window, which shows top hosts or stations 

on the segment. The forth is an event distribution window, which shows spot trends on 

Ethernet by looking for clusters. As we can see, Lansentry tool gives a network manager 

a lot of information that shows statistics of a segment somewhere in our LAN. For 

example, if one of our network segments is ‘slow’, I can select our switch in this 

segment and monitor it on the Lansentry tool. In this way I can see right away error and 

collision rates, network utilization, and top 10 hosts on this segment. This is very useful 

information that helps us in many ways to solve a problem why this segment is so
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‘slow’. The Lansentry Manager tool includes also one big minus. It is quite a heavy 

application and it demands a lot of network bandwidth and this can be one reason why 

some segment is ‘slow’. Due to this fact we can use this tool only if we have to.
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Figure 10-12 Lansentry Manager main window

The alarm management tool provides RMON alarm management through a simple user 

interface. This tool supports only 3Com Linkswitch 1000 switches and older HUBs in 

our LAN and due to this I have configured only few alarms to our LinkswitchlOOO 

switches. All of these alarms are some kind of error thresholds, which occur when some 

thresholds are exceeded. The alarm management tool forwards all alarms, which have 

occurred, directly to an event browser of HP Openview.

Transcend Enterprise Manager for Unix has been configured so that all events can be 

found in the HP Openview management station. Only if it necessary I use our Unix 

workstation. The main purpose is to centralize all management and monitoring 

operations to a single management station.
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10.3.5 CiscoWorks Tool in Use

CiscoWorks tool is also available only for Unix at the moment in the same way 3Com 

Transcend Manager tool. So at the moment I have used our CiscoWorks applications in 

the same way that I have used Transcend Manager. The application itself is running on 

Unix workstation and all events in this application that occur are forwarded directly to 

an event browser of HP Openview for NT management station. A new CiscoWorks 

software revision will be published later in this year on NT workstations and our goal is 

to move all our network management and monitoring to one NT management station.

Before and after the development of a monitoring process CiscoWorks has been in a 

quite limited use. Before the development work I used mainly the CiscoView tool and 
that is the only tool I have also used after the development process. The reason for that 

is poor compatibility between HP Openview for NT and CiscoWorks for Unix. 

CiscoView is the only tool that can help us with our network monitoring work. Other 

tools (see chapter 10.2.3) do not give us anything relevant. Still we are waiting for the 
new software revision and we expect that the poor compatibility will be history because 
of the CiscoWorks for NT upgrading.

The CiscoView tool is the same kind of an application like Device View tool from 

3Com Transcend Manager. CiscoView shows a front or rear panel of a selected device 

(only Cisco’s routers and switch) and the network manager can see, for example, 

interface cards, free and busy ports of Cisco router. The network manager can manage 

and monitor the selected device. He can disable or enable ports and check their statuses. 

All basic operations that the network manager needs to control and monitor the device 
can be done easily, because the platform is very user friendly.

10.4 EcoSCOPE, Analyzing and Reporting Tool

Eco SCOPE software is an application monitoring and reporting tool. It examines 

network packets to discover physical devices, protocols, and applications used in our 

network environment. EcoSCOPE uses the information from network packets to 

compile statistics about response time and application traffic loads. This tool includes 

two different components: Super monitor and Single view. Super monitor analyzes the
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data traffic and collects information about network conversations. Single view enables 
the network manager to perform the following tasks /21/:

> Configure Super monitor remotely

> Collect information from the Super monitor and compile the data to create a 

comprehensive view of the applications running on our network

As we can see in Figure 10-13, the main window of a Single view shows a topology 
map that represents our network It also displays an application list, which shows all 

applications that are running on our LAN. If I want to know all users who use the 

WWW application, I just click on the WWW-spot on the application list, and the server 
list and the station list shows us all servers and stations that are using the WWW 

applications, including transferred and received bytes and the longest response time.

Figure 10-13 Single View Window

So what are the benefits of using EcoSCOPE? By monitoring the network application 

traffic, EcoSCOPE gathers a detailed view of our network application traffic and shows
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how it relates to the clients, servers, applications, protocols, switches, and routers on our 
LAN. With application monitoring, the network manager can analyze:

> The applications on our network

> The traffic load for each application

> Where the applications are used

> The clients and servers for each application

Application monitoring (Figure 10-14) is the starting point to performance optimization, 

capacity planning, and service level management. The application monitoring 

information helps us to discover and remove unwanted and unlicensed applications. It 

also lets us see which clients access different resources and I can also determine if 
clients are accessing inappropriate resources, such as games and external WWW- 
servers.

Discover & Analyze

What applications 
are on my 
network?

What is the traffic 
load by application?

Where are these 
applications used?

Who are the clients 
and servers?

Performance
Optimization

Capacity
Planning

Service
Level

Management

Figure 10-14 Network Application Monitoring
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10.4.1 Reports

EcoSCOPE tool gives us the chance to generate reports in order to help us monitor 

changing network environments, locate trends and patterns, evaluate network 
performance, and plan for network growth. EcoSCOPE uses Microsoft Access to create 

reports. The following list consists of a few example reports of many alternatives /21/:

> Top applications, top servers, and top workstations on the LAN.

> Network activity over time in terms of stations per application, applications per 
station, clients per application and server.

> Minimum, maximum, and average response times for specified report options 
(specific application, client, server, or segment).

> Network latency over time.

> Internet traffic, number of workstations, and number of servers for all Internet 

traffics types (WWW, ftp, Network News, SMTP).
> Top Internet stations

Appendix A shows one example report: Internet Summary Report, which includes 

summaries of the amount of Internet traffic and of the numbers of workstations and 
servers.

10.5 Measurements of the Network Monitoring Process

The purpose of this chapter is to explain the measurements of the network monitoring 

process at L M Ericsson, Finland. Before any development work of the network 

monitoring there was not any process views or measurements of the processes. The first 

network monitoring process view, based on the Total Quality Management-model, 

(TQM-model) has been introduced in Chapter 9. The first measurements have been also 

developed during the thesis work, thus I have no previous data to compare how the 

development work has improved the network monitoring process.
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Figure 10-15 The Sub -Areas of the Measurements of the Network Monitoring Process

The reason to develop the measurements is to improve our network monitoring process 

view in the future. These new measurements have been chosen and developed to 

improve our customers’ satisfaction. The measurements have been taken into use during 

the last month and the process development can continue as soon as the first results are 
ready. The measurements can be divided into four different sub-areas, which are 
presented in Figure 10-15.

One sub-area is the Quality. Quality measures different kind of network information, 

such as SNMP MIB and RMON information. The main measured thing is to clarify the 

ration when the network is down and when the network is up and working. The 

customer is satisfied if the network is up and working well. The purpose is to improve 
the quality function to the extent that the network is always up.

The Productivity sub-area measures time: how long it takes to go back to the normal 

state if the network has been down. The purpose is to achieve a situation where the 

network support team can restore the normal network state as soon as possible when an 

unexpected situation has occurred. The productivity is the best, when the abnormal 
network time is at minimum.
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The Time sub-area includes the definitions of the thresholds and alarms. The 

measurement measures time, which elapses when an alarm occurs and network manager 

can react to the alarm. The purpose is to develop the sub-area so that the reaction time 

is at minimum. The speed to react to alarms effects directly the Productivity sub-area, 
improving also this measurement.

The Costs sub-area includes the effective and centralized network management 
platform, which saves money and resources. The measurement is better when the costs 
are at minimum.

The Quality and the Productivity measurements can be produced automatically by HP 

Openview with the help of MIB information and different traps. The Time and the Costs 

measurements are based on the experience of the old cases.

10.6 Summary

This section gives a brief summary of the main benefits that we have achieved in the 
development of a network monitoring process at L M Ericsson, Finland.

The starting point is that we monitor only our routers and switches, because they are the 

most important components and we can monitor and manage our LAN totally with their 

help. A future purpose is also to monitor the most important servers. The amount of the 

monitored devices has been limited, because it makes it simplier to handle our network 
monitoring process.

If we compare configurations of our network components before and after the 

development process, we can see mainly improvements, which are listed below:

> More different traps are configured and enabled to work on the network devices. 

This helps to map out what is wrong, if something unexpected has happened to our 
LAN.

> Default community strings have been changed and the same community string has 

been used on every network device, in order to simplify the network monitoring 
process.
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> Default passwords of the network devices have been changed, which improves 
security.

Before development work we used Unix management software, which was in rather 

limited use. After the development work we have HP Openview Management software 
for NT workstation to monitor and manage LAN. The main reason to take the NT 

software revision to use is our good NT competence and the HP’s future strategy, which 

seems to concentrate mainly in NT revision. The following improvements have been 
done during the development work:

> A lot of new MIBs have been loaded in Openview. Almost every device has its own 

MIB loaded in to our network management station. This improves our possibilities to 
get more information about a selected monitored device.

> In a few of our most important network devices error thresholds have been defined. 

When a threshold is exceeded, an alarm occurs. This shortens the reaction time to 
different alarm situations.

> All significant alarms are forwarded directly to the network manager’s mailbox and a 

GSM-phone. This shortens even more the reaction time unexpected situations also 

unexpected time, for example at night.

Other network management and monitoring tools, which we are using, are 3Com 

Transcend Manager and CiscoWorks. Both tools are Unix revisions, but I will update 

these softwares as soon as possible to the NT revisions. These tools are used to give us 

help and support mainly when monitoring our LAN with HP Openview. After the 

development process the main improvement in this area is the Lansentry tool that gives 
us full RMON-1 support. With the software we can monitor our network segments and 
all errors, utilization and top hosts in one segment.

A whole new application analyzing and reporting tool, EcoSCOPE, helps us in network 

performance optimization, capacity planning, and service level management. 

EcoSCOPE’s reports also help us to monitor the changing network environments, locate 

trends and patterns, and plan for network growth. The main benefit is a very easy-to-use 

tool that gives us the important reports. This is a whole new thing and a good step to 
continue our development of our network monitoring process.
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In the end of this year our purpose is to update our software so that it is running over 

Windows NT. This increases compatibility and creates possibilities to expand our 

network monitoring more efficient and shorten the reaction time when problem situation 

is occurred. The development of a network monitoring process will continue also in the 
future.
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11. Conclusion

11.1 Network Management and Monitoring

International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has defined five functional areas 

for network management, which are fault, accounting, configuration and name, 

performance and security management. On the other hand network management can be 

divided into two different groups: network monitoring and network control. The 
network-monitoring portion of network management is concerned with observing and 

analyzing the status and behavior of the end systems, intermediate systems, and 

subnetworks. The network control portion of network management is concerned with 

modifying parameters. All of the five major functional areas of network management 
involve both monitoring and control. Performance, fault and accounting are mainly 

network monitoring. The performance of the network can be pointed out with different 

indicators, like availability, response time, throughput, and utilization. Fault monitoring 

has to identify faults as quickly as possible after they occur and identify the cause of the 
fault so that support action can be taken. Accounting monitoring is primarily a matter of 

keeping track of users’ usage of network resources. Configuration and security are 

mainly network control. Configuration control is concerned with the initializing, 

maintenance and shutdown of individual components and logical subsystems. Security 
control can be grouped into three categories: maintain security information, control 

resource-access service, control the encryption process.

The Simple Network Management Protocol is an application-layer protocol designed to 

facilitate the exchange of management information between network devices. With this 

protocol, network administrators can more easily manage network performance, find 

and solve network problems, and plan for network growth. The SNMP version 1 is now 

in widespread use. Virtually all major vendors of hosts, computers, workstations, 
bridges, routers, switches, and hubs offer basic SNMPvl. SNMPvl framework consist 
of three different RFCs (Request for Comments):

> Structure of Management Information Base, which describes how managed objects 
contained in the MIB are defined.
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> Management Information Base, which describes the managed objects contained in 
the MIB.

> SNMP, which defines the protocol used to manage these objects.

The most important addition to the basic set of SNMP RFCs is the remote network 

monitoring (RMON) specification. With MIB-II, the network manager can obtain 

information that is purely local to individual devices but, with RMON, he can easily 

watch a LAN as a whole. With RMON the network manager can watch, for example:

> The basic statistics for each monitored subnetwork

> The basic statistic about specific hosts on the LAN
> Top ten hosts that transmit the most data during a particular day

> Information about the traffic between pairs of hosts on a subnetwork

The key benefits of implementing RMON technology are high availability for users and 

high productivity for network administrators. The strength of the RMON approach is 

also that it is compliant with the current SNMP framework; it requires no enhancements 

to the protocol. In the context of the RMON MIB, the term ‘remote monitoring’ refers 

to the use of an agent device connected to a broadcast network to collect statistics 
concerning traffic on that network. Without a remote monitoring function, it is difficult 

for a manager to construct a profile of the activity on an individual subnetwork as a 
whole.

The RMON1 probe can provide detailed information about the MAC-level traffic to and 

from each host on each attached LAN. With RMON2, the RMON probe has the 

capability of seeing above MAC layer by reading the header of the enclosed-network- 

layer protocol, which is typically IP. With this capability the network manager can see, 

for example, which clients are communicating with which servers and place systems on 

the appropriate network segments to optimize traffic flow. RMON2 standard was issued 
as an RFC in 1996.

The SNMPv2 framework is a set of specifications for a second-generation SNMP 

framework. SNMPv2 incorporates the enhancements provided by secure SNMP plus 

additional functional enhancements to the SNMP framework. The SNMPv2 SMI
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provides for more elaborate specification and documentation of managed objects and 
MIBs.

11.2 Network Monitoring Process, case L M Ericsson Finland

Information Technology (IT) organization handles all the information technology at the 
L M Ericsson Finland. IT organization is a customer service organization and because 

of that we use processes and process management to satisfy our customers’ needs. 

Process management is a way to manage continuous improvement of our business 

operations across organizational and functional borders, while keeping our focus on 

customer. Total Quality Management (TQM) is the principle process at Ericsson and 
our network team uses also the same principles to describe our network monitoring 

process. Network process, as all other processes in TQM model, starts from customer 

needs that must be satisfied. If network connection is too slow and the customer is not 

satisfied, we use a process view to solve this problem and at the end of this process, our 

customer’s needs are satisfied. But process views are not perfect forever and that is the 

reason why we must develop our network monitoring process all the time. The main 

purpose of this work is to show the development work of the network monitoring 
process at L M Ericsson Finland.

The first phase of our development work was to provide an overview of a network and 

its structure at L M Ericsson Finland. It consists of descriptions of our WAN and LAN. 

This is the basic starting point. Our LAN is a very interesting combination of different 

network standards, like Ethernet, FDDI, and ATM LAN Emulation. Our LAN 

components have been manufactured either by 3Com or Cisco companies. These two 

things make the development work more challenging. Before the development work our 

network monitoring was quite poor, primarly monitoring the statistics of network 

components, and because of that lot of work had to be done.

During the development work I changed and reconfigured our network components and 

particularly their network management parts, including password and community string 

changes and enabled traps. These improvements gave us more security and simplicity to 

SNMP management of our LAN than before the development. Traps enabling increased
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also the amount of important management information, which helps us to solve our 
network problems quicker than before the development work.

We have used HP Openview Network Node Manager for NT, 3Com Transcend 

Manager and CiscoWorks for network management and monitoring. The main 
improvements during the development work are:

> Loading and defining MIBs to the management tools (HP Openview). After that we 

can monitor different MIB values, define thresholds and alarms.

> Using RMON information like performance on network segments, traffic trends 
over time, top hosts of a segment and etc.

> Forwarding the most critical traps and alarms straight to the GSM-phone

All of these three things improve significantly our reaction time and the things also 

solve unexpected situations. With this information the network administrator can use 

preventive methods to reduce unexpected network situations and improve the network 
monitoring process.

After the development process we are also using a new analyzing and reporting tool, 

EcoSCOPE. This tool helps us in performance optimization, capacity planning and 

service level management of the network. This is possible with the help of application 
monitoring information and different reports, which EcoSCOPE can give us.

This network monitoring and management implementation that we have in use after the 

development work, gives us a good starting point to develop our network monitoring 
process further in the future.

11.3 Summary

The development of a network monitoring process is a continuous process, which has 

been now started and it has already affected all OSI management functional areas and 

network management and monitoring standards. Our network management and 

monitoring system already uses SNMPvl and RMON-1 standards and in the near future
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also RMON-2 standard. If we look at five different OSI management functional areas 

and our development work, we can notice that development work has reached all of 

them. Performance monitoring has improved with the help of monitoring MIB values, 

giving us availability and response times of selected network components. RMON 

information also tells us LAN segment health and utilization. Fault monitoring has 

improved with different error thresholds, which cause alarms and traps when something 

goes wrong. This helps the network manager to identify faults as quickly as possible 

and solve the problem. Accounting monitoring is better than before the development 

work because of EcoSCOPE tool, which points out things like, what applications are on 

our network and who are the clients and servers? Configuration management is the easy 

one to use, when the network manager uses 3Com Transcend Device Tool, which shows 

a selected device and its ports and lets the network manager configure all basic device 

or port parameters. Security management consists of changes of community strings and 
passwords of the network devices.

The measurements of the network monitoring process have been developed to improve 

our process view in the future. The new measurements have been chosen to improve our 

customers’ satisfaction. The measurements can be divided into four different sub-area, 

which are the Quality, the Productivity, the Time and the Costs.
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Personal Communication

Personal Communication

Aho, Juha, Technical Support, Expert, Santa Monica Software Oy, e-mails and 
telephone conversation.

Bergström, Ole, Technical Support Representative, Compuware, meetings and e-mails.

Björgren, Max, Director (Head of Unit), Oy L M Ericsson Ab, IT Unit, several 
meetings.

Hahnsson, Henrik, Technical Support, Expert, 3Com Nordic, several meetings, e-mails 
and telephone conversations.

Mäkinen, Timo, Account Manager, 3Com Nordic, several meetings.

Nordström, Peter, Network Support, LAN Expert, Oy L M Ericsson Ab, IT Unit, 
meetings.

Salonen, Petri, Network Support, LAN Expert, Oy L M Ericsson Ab, IT Unit, meetings.

Sciavicco, Giovanni, Consultant, Hewlett Packard Oy, several telephone conversations 
and e-mails.

Simanainen, Timo, Special Projects, Expert, Oy L M Ericsson Ab, IT Unit, several 
meetings.

Sundberg, Ilkka, Network Support, Team Leader, Oy L M Ericsson Ab, IT Unit, several 
meetings.

Valtonen, Ville, Network Support, System Administrator, Oy L M Ericsson Ab, IT 
Unit, meetings and e-mails.
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Appendix A

Appendix A Internet Summary Report

Number of Number of

Traffic Workstations Servers

WWW (Web) 132 285 248 68 721
as percentage of total Internet 25,46% 33,50% 94,87%
as percentage of total traffic 0,19% 5,41% 75,26%

WWW (Secure Web) 1 562 1 1
as percentage of total Internet 0,00% 0,49% 0,13%
as percentage of total traffic 0,00% 0,08% 0,10%

ftp 18 723 758 46 16
as percentage of total Internet 3,60% 22,66% 2,11%
as percentage of total traffic 0,03% 3,66% 1,67%

Network News (NNTP) 309 422 784 93 27
as percentage of total Internet 59,54% 45,81% 3,55%
as percentage of total traffic 0,45% 7,40% 2,82%

SMTP 59 229 480 26 28
as percentage of total Internet 11,40% 12,81% 3,68%
as percentage of total traffic 0,09% 2,07% 2,92%

Total Internet 519 662 832 203 760
as percentage of total traffic 0,75% 16,15% 79,33%

Total Network 69 061 654 676 1 257 958

Database Start 08/10/1997 07:00:00

Number of intervals: 26

Interval duration (sec.): 3600

Total Probe Segments: 1

Report printed at: 11.8.1997 13:56:56
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